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Caldwell-Colbert Named New University Provost 
By JOI C. llmLF.Y 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
A. Toy Caldwell-Colber1, Ph.Q, was 
tapped to serve as the University's second 
Provost and chiefacademic officer March 14. 
Cald.yell-Colben will fill the position cur-
rently occupied by interim Provost, Dr. Don 
Coleman. 
"I am delighted that a leader of Dr. Cald-
well-Colben's caliber now joins us in advanc-
ing our academic and intellectual pursuits. 
Her academic credentials are impeccable," 
University President H. Patrick Swygen said. 
Swygert announced the selection at a 
reception in Blackburn just before the stan of 
Spring Break. She will step into her new 
position on July 1, 2001. 
"Howard University is one of the leading 
research-e~tensive institutions in the country 
U. Michigan 
Law School 
Admissions 
Ruled Illegal 
By ANNA CLARK & J EN Flsn 
Michigan Daily (U. Michigan) 
(U-WIRE) ANN ARBOR, Mich. ·• 
Rejecting the University of Michigan's 
defense of its affirmative action policies, 
U.S. District Judge Bernard Friedman 
struck down the Law School's use of 
race as a factor in admissions, declaring 
that student diversity is not a compelling 
state interest. 
Friedman also refuted the arguments 
of student intervcnors in the case, ruling 
further that a race conscious admissions 
system cannot be used to remedy pa,1 
discrimination, nor "level the playing 
field' between minority and non-minor-
ity applicants. 
Law Scbool Dean Jeffrey Lehman, in 
a telepbooe interview from Berkeley, 
Calif., expressed great disappointment 
over the decision. 
"This is not only a rejection of the 
University's arguments, but a rejection 
of two decades of senled understanding 
within higher educmion,' Lehman said. 
The crux of Friedman's decision is his 
interpretation of the 1978 U.S. Supreme 
Court decision, University of California 
Regents vs. Bakke. Racial quotas were 
outlawed in the case, but Justice Lewis 
Powell, writing only for himself, 
endorsed the use of race as a 'plus fac-
tor' to achieve racial diversity. 
But since no other justices joined 
Powell on this particular point, Fried-
man said, Powell's opinion cannot be 
interpreted as the controlling opinion in 
the case. 
Kirk Kolbo, lead counsel for die Cen-
ter for individual Rights, the Washing-
ton D.C.-based firm representing plain-
tiff Barbara Grutter, said he expects 10 
see the decision influence other cases. 
We think it's a very powerfully rea-
soned opinion,' Kolbo said. • I expect 
many other couns across the nation will 
look at it.' 
University President Lee Bollinger 
noted the sharp conirast between Fried-
man's decision and that of U.S. District 
Judge Patrick Duggan in die nearly iden-
tical suit filed against the College of Lit-
erature, Science and the Arts. 
ln December, Duggan ruled that 
LS A's current admissions policy is legal 
but that the "grid system' used from 
1995 to 1998 was unconstitutional. 
'This is a district court holding that 
Please see L.a111 A3 
and I am delighted to have the opponunity to 
serve as its new Provost and to become a pan 
of the Howard experience. The opponunity 
to serve at such a prestigious institution in this 
capacity is humbling," CaldweU-Colben said 
in a recent letter to the University. 
"I will be listening to what you have 10 say 
about your vision for Howard and what you 
would like to contribute 10 that realization in 
support of the Strategic Framework for 
action. It will take all of our collective efforts 
and I know by working together we can suc-
ceed in realizing 1his vision for Howard Uni-
versity. As the new Provost, I am committed 
10 taking the University 10 new levels of aca-
demic excellence," she wrote. 
According to Gwynette Lacy of the Office 
of the Provost, Caldwell-Coleman's office 
will be an extremely important one. 
"Dr. Caldwell-Coleman's position can be 
compared 10 that of a chancellor at another 
university. Under President Swygen, she is 
next in command,'' said Lacy. 
University Provost Designate Caldwell-
Colben, a board certified clinical psycholo-
gist, currently serves as associate vice presi-
dent for academic affairs at the University of 
Illinois. She has also held tenure at various 
universities including Emporia State Uni-
versity, University of Kansas, and lndiana 
State University. 
A native of Salinas, Kansas, Caldwell• 
Colben has received various awards for her 
work in education. A magna cum laude 
graduate of Spelman College, Caldwell-Col-
bert received her master's aod doctorate 
degrees in psychology and clinical psychol-
ogy, respectively. from the University of 
Georgia. She has received numerous awards 
and honors including Who's Who in Ameri-
can Education and American Women, and she 
is also a member of Phi Delta Kappa. 
A selection comminee appointed by Pres-
ident Swygen recommended Caldwell-Cole-
man. Swygen sent the task force on a mission 
to find "the best candidate possible." One 
member was current HUSA president, Sell-
ano Simmons. Lacy also mentions that the 
pool of candidates was definitely "fair and 
balanced." 
The Provost-elect appeared on campus two 
weeks ago and traveled to various venues 
throughout campus. Caldwell-Coleman 
attempted 10 introduce herself formally to fac-
ulty and student groups. 
"Prior to July 1 '' my plan is to make reg-
ular visits to meet with the staff in the 
Provost's office ... I will be scheduling future 
visits to each of the schools and colleges 10 
Please see Provost, A3 
A. Toy CaJd,.ell-Colberl, Ph.D. 
Black Press Honors Rev. Jackson, Sr. 
• 
Student Dies in 
Blackburn From 
Apparent Heart 
Failure 
n,e Re,•. Jesse J•ck>ot.~Sr0 called the lllnek P""'-' me "be;1dUgh1" for Black 
prople DI u,e nnnunl NNPA a,rnntsceremony. TI-teorgimlmlion nrun<d Jack-
Mm as the Ne"smaktroflhe Vearnt un e,ent held in Blackbum. 
Jackson Named Newsmaker of the 
Year by Publishers Association 
The National Newspaper Publishers Association named the Rev. Jesse Jackson, Sr .. Newsmaker of the Year at the group's annual awards ceremony March 16 at 
Howard University. 
Jackson told the crowd of more than 200 people gathered in the 
Blackbum Center Ballroom that the Black Press is the "headlight" 
for a Black people who are ··racially profded" by the White media. 
"We need the Black Press more than ever, and we need you to 
synthesize with the Internet and Black Radio," said Jackson, who 
is also the founder of the Rainbow/PUSH organization. 
The NNPA also awarded tl1e True Voice award to Kemba Smith, 
whose unfair drug conviction first came 10 light from an Emerge 
article. Elaine Jones, president and director-counsel of the NAACP 
Legal Defense and Education Fund received the Nonh Star Award 
for Public Service. 
The event was pan oi Black Press Week, which celebrates the 
March 16 anniversary of the publication of Freedom's Journal, the 
nation's first Black newspaper, in 1827. Each year during Black 
Press Week. NNPA publishers trnvel to Washington 10 meet with 
prominent Black and Wh.ite political leaders and to honor fellow 
Photos by Jason T. Smith 
publishers and Black newsmakers. Rep. Jesse Jackson Jr. (0-ID.) introdut'ffl hl• Cother at the NNPA 
-Compiled from staff and wire reports a"ards etrtmony. 
The Hilltop Friday 
Life & Style 
From Small Fry in 
North Dakota to Top 
Dog in DC, senior Sell-
ano Simmons has made 
a name himself Find 
out how. 
Bl 
Sports 
The women's basketball 
team fell to Iowa State Uni-
versity in the first round of 
the NCAA toun,ament. 
B3 
By BRAKKTON BOOKER 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Close friends of former Howard University student 
Travis Conez "T.J." Birgans, 2 1, described him as a 
"funny and generous", sports fan who always helped 
those in need and had a 
passion for issues that 
affected the black com-
munity. 
Birgans died March 
1511>, while pJayini; p00J 
in the Blackbum Recre-
ation Room. According 
to police repons, rut offi-
cer arrived on the scene 
at 4:38 p.m. shonly after 
Birgans collapsed and 
began to administer 
CPR. Unable to be 
revived, Birgans was Tnlvis Cortez "T.J." Blrgcms 
rushed to Howard Uni-
versity Hospital where 
be was pronounced dead 
at 5:51 p.m. 
Despite being athletic and working out frequent• 
ly, Birgans had a bi story of health problems, friends 
said. 
"He had bean a munnur that was not supposed 10 
Please see Birgam, ,13 
Investigation into 
School of Business 
Death Continues 
By J OI C. RIDLEY 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
As the investigation into the falling death of 
sophomore Sidney Harris continues, University 
ndministra1ors and students are left to wonder what 
events led 10 Harris' death. 
Harris' body was found in the parking lot of the 
School of Business on March 17, shonly before 2 
a.m. Harris was a 19-year-old sophomore psychol-
ogy major from Nonh Carolina. 
'The case is being investigated as an undeter-
mined death as of now. The official nature of death 
has not been released as of yet," University 
spokesperson Donna Brock said. 
Metropolitan Police have, however. confirmed 
that the cause of Harris' death was "blunt force trau-
ma due to falling from such n height," Brock said. 
Harris death was not immediate, however. he was 
discovered alive and died later in Howard Univer• 
sity Hospital. 
'This is a very unusual occun-ence, but the rarity 
(of the occurrence) doesn't lessen how tragic it is," 
said Brock. "We extend sympathy 10 hjs family, 
friends, and colleagues a1 the University." 
Many students remember Harris as being "very 
quiet and always off to himself," said junior com-
puter science major Russell Drake, who knew of 
Harris. 
"I remember seeing him in Drew Hall. He was 
always on the move, but he never seemed 
depressed," said Drake. 
"He wasn't the talkative type, he was one of few 
words," junior COBIS major Richard Owens said. 
Owens served as Harris' team leader while be was 
a student in the School of Business. 
"I wish I could have deciphered what was going 
on. Even during our team meetings, he didn't seem 
Please see Harris, A3 
-~~ 
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A2 
Voices&,· 
Views 
Should Federal 
Student Aide be 
need-based or 
merit based? 
"I feel 1hcre should be two subdivisions 
under Federal Student Aide so bo1h candi• 
da1es cnn be equally considered.'' 
-Carolyn Grimmene 
Pre-Physical Therapy 
Junior 
"I think Federal Studen1 Aide ,hould be 
meril ba,ed because ii would provide 
opportuni1ies for 1hose s1uden1s wi1h 
scholas1ic nchievemcn1 who may no1 be as 
financially dependen1." 
-Monique Webb 
Pre-Physical Thempy 
Junior 
"Federal S1uden1 Aide should be need-
based for e111ry inlo an ins1i1u1e of sec-
ondary education." 
-Jamal Thompson 
Mechanical Engineer 
Junior 
"II should be need based." 
- Donie Bundren! 
Communicalions 
Sophmore 
-Com11ilt"tl by CJumtfm Andtrson 
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Greek Watch 
Alphas to 'Come Out' On Yard Today 
By MAKEBRA ANDERSON 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraterpity Inc. 
Beta Chapter will kick off the Greek 
sorority and fraternity "coming out" 
season noon today when the group 
welcomes 13 new members to the 
95 year-old fraternity. 
The probate show, similar to a 
rites of passage ceremony, is a long 
standing spring tradition at Howard. 
'"The probate show is a historic 
Howard event that happens every 
year," said senior Jarvis Houston, a 
member of Alpha Phi Alpha. "It 
not only introduces the new mem-
bers to the University, it also give 
the probates the opportunity to show 
how hard they have worked." 
New members Kevin Belgrave, 
Jaha Howard, Russell Robinson, 
Cornell Williamson, Rico Davis, 
Kareem Nulan, William Bridges Jr., 
Patrick Giddings, Chinelo Cam-
bron, Brandon McCalla, Yves 
Louis-Jacque, Mark Harris, Jr. and 
Richard Spencer will step, yell 
chants, musical greetings, and 
march on the main yard. 
"The show displays the historic 
importance of Greek organizations, 
and gives freshmen the chance to 
experience Greek Life," Houston 
said. 
"Coming out" ceremonies attract 
hundreds to the Yard on Fridays. "It 
gives new entrants the chance to 
show their hard work," said Cami-
lo Martinez of Iota Phi Theta Fra-
ternity. "Nine times out of ten other 
Greek organizations will be there to 
support the new entrants." 
ln upcoming weeks other Greek 
fraternities and sororities will have 
their "coming out" ceremonies. The 
ceremonies are usually advertised 
by word of mouth. 
Some thought the Alphas already 
had their probate show weeks ago 
when the valley rang with musical 
greetings and marching late one 
night. 
However, 
that show 
was only a 
preview said 
Alpha pro-
bate Cornell 
Williamson .. 
"The night 
probate 
show is not 
done for 
many peo-
ple, it's a dry 
run before 
the real pro-
b ate," 
Williamson 
said. 
This year 
marks the 
951h anniver-
Pholo Courte;,y Beta Chap,er. Alpha Pili Alpha. miemi1y Inc. 
• 
Abo,·e. new memben. of Alpha Phi Alph,, Fraternity. Beta Chapter. The 
new members are Ke,in Belgrnn,Ja.ha llm~ilrd, Ru~cU Robinson, Cornell 
\Villiamson, Rico Oa,i.s. Kareem NuJan, William Brid~ Jr., Patrick Giddings, 
Chintlo Cambron, Brandon McCalla, \ \ ·es Louis-Jacque, Mark Har;ris, Jr. 
•nd Richan! Spcnc,,r. 
includes a call to chapel and a vari-
ety of different seminars. 
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sary of the fraternity. They will be 
celebrate April I through April 7 
with a series of programs in honor 
of. ''Alpha Week." Alpha week 
-
Lewd Behavior During Spring 
Break Should Be Curbed, 
Students, Hotels say 
By KF.RRY·ANN KAMEISII 11,\MU:t"ON 
Hilltop Slaff Writer 
Campus Digest 
WMASA To Host HIV/Aids Conference in Blackburn 
The Washing1on Metropolilan African Studenls Associa1ion (WMASA) will 
hosl 1wo sessions addressing 1he HIV/AlDS crisis 1ha1 is affec1ing Africa on 
Saturday in 1he Blackbum Cen1er. 
The first session will discuss 1he fac1s and figures of 1he disease with an 
explana1ion of why 1he diseases are so frequent in Africa. The second session 
will focus on the banque1 and Africa Aids Tour the WMASA will be funding. 
A stude111 panel discussion will 1alk abou1 1he segmenls of 1he African cuhure 
1hat have an incompa1ibili1y wilh the disease. 
• 
• ,.
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A week removed from the wild beach par-
ties and all-nigh! drinlting binges, srudenls say 
strong morals and good behavior were impor-
111111 10 main1ain during spring break. 
ho1el lobbies are definitely not appropriale 
places to walk around in the nude," Davis said. 
Davis also said 1ha1 resort areas are not only 
for spring breakers. bul families. "Spring 
breakers need to be cogn,zant of that fact;' he 
said. 
The HIV/AIDS adminis1ra1ion wi ll provide free 1es1ing and oplional coun• 
seling in regard to 1he diseases. Regis1ra1io,n for the even1 is from 9:30-
10:30a.m wilh sessions I and 2 running from 10:30-3:00am. Admission is free. 
i, 
.... 
Sports and Entertainment Law and Business Conference 
} 
• 
' I I 
I 
' I 
Biology major Me,han Draylon, who spenl 
break in Da>1ona Beach. FL., said ,1udents 
should slay lrue 10 their values during 1he 
week. "Spring Break is time for relaxation and 
to gel away from s1udie, and to have fun. 
However. we canool afford to depart from our 
morals and values thus offending members of 
1he hosl country," she said. 
The JHTA warned 1hal serious disciplinary 
action would be 1aken againsl any es1ablhh-
men1, which feamres nudity. or encourage• 
sexually expli<-it behaviors from pa1rons The 
As-;0cia1ion emphasized ils responsibility to 
uphold 1he moral standards and laws of 
Jamaica. 
Howard Universily School of Law will hosl lhe 6'h annual Sports and Enter-
1ainmen1 Law and Business Cenler Coun Conference April 7. 
--' 
Bui wild behavior by college s1ttden1s dur-
ing break has prompted some cities 10 pass 
regulations !hat promole safer, cleaner envi-
ronmen1s. 
Resort areas in Ncgril and Montego Bay 
came alive during March as many college ,1u-
den1s 1ake a hreal.. from 1heir ,tudie, and relax 
on the island. Ja.maica, which has built a re1r 
u1a1iun over the years as a top spring break 
des1ina1ion, has forced 1ourism officials to 
implement behavioral regulations. 
The Ministry of Tourism. the Negri! divi-
sion of the Jamaica Hoteliers and Tourisl 
l,f;ssociation (JHTA). in collaboration with the 
Jamaica Chamber of Commerce has institut· 
ed various regulation~ 1hal ensure thal the 
island promoles wholrsorne fun and excilem-
nt 
''In lhc last kw year>, Negri! has gained a 
repu1a1ion for risqu~ behavior by spring break· 
ers and as such we fell it as appropriate to ii..sue 
guidelines 1101 designed to take away from the 
fun. bul 10 ensure lhal we encourage appro-
pria1e bcha,'ior for the young vhilors." said 
JHTA President, Jo.mes Sa.muels. 
The behavior of spring breakers in previous 
years ha, been described by workers as "uner-
ly disgr.1ceful." 
Sophomore film major Tai Davis agrees !hat 
regulalions should be instiluted. 
"There is a time and place for nudity and 
Jamaica was not the only spring break des-
tinalion tha1 insti1u1ed regulations. Vanessa 
Vilson a gradua1ing senior. COBIS major said 
thal behavioral and dress code regulalions 
were striclly enforced on 1he South Beach of 
Min.mi. ''The Depanmcnl of Comrounity 
Affairs in Soulh Beach Florida had special 
police officers tha1 en,ure 1hat there was no 
drinking in the ;,ireets or unclolhed tourish." 
she said. 
Barbados had a similar police presence to 
regulate springtime 1ouris1s. According to 
Sydney Robertson. a junior i111emational bu>1-
ness major. ·11iere was a police presence to 
keep 1ourists in check." Robertson said thal 
aJ1hough restriction~ are necessary. too many 
restric1ions could resull in 1ha1 des1inalion 
becoming less favorable and could conse-
qucnlly affect earnings. 
11 remains uncertain 1f lhese regula1ions 
will impact the eami11g, of ,mall hOtclicrs. Tiie 
,ignificanl con1ribution of Spring Break vis-
11ors 10 1he Ja.maican Tourism earning pie 
caonol be ignored. Nonetheless, 1he JHTA 
mainlains thal mora\i1y and appropriale bc,hav-
ior will be lhe s1andards used 10 measure suc-
cess. II would be a los1 ballle according to lhe 
JHTA Pre.<ident Samuels, if decency and deco-
rum were sacrificed for profits. Jamaica 
undoub1edly will remain a safe and fun filled 
tourisl des1ina1ion: the limils nre t,tablished 
to further enhance lhe package for all visilors. 
The conference is an annual even! consisling of many panels covering vari-
ous 1opics in Sports and EntenainmeOI Law and Busines,. The goals of lhe 
conference are 10 provide a forum for s1uden1s, professionals and 1he public, 
while discussing and learning more aboul 1hese areas 1hrough seminars and 
workshops. 
Topics include nego1ia1ing music contrac1s, making and dis1ributing inde• 
pende111 films. n1hle1e;, :ind law, financial planning for clicn1s. and 01her sub-
jecls. Paneli,1 represenm1ion will come from 1he ABC ne1work, the NFL play-
er associa1ion, and many popular agenis. Regi,tralion bei in, al 9am in 1he 
School of Law. Prices for Howard s1udcn1s are $ I 5. anv 01hers1uden1s $20, 
and $30 for 1he general public. • 
African-American Male Empowerment Summit 
Kemba Smith. recen1\y pardoned by Presidenl Bill Clin1011. and 1he Na1ional 
Cen1er for Non-profi1 S1ra1egic Planning and Communi1y Leadership (NPCL) 
• 
Preside111, Jeffrey Johnson, will address 1he 3"1 Annual African-American 
Male Empowermen1 Summil (AAMES). 
The mission of AA MES is 10 unify African-American men. women. and 
you1h. By galhering. discussing, and conveying variou, views and goals. the 
AA MES hopes to enrich 1he charac1er and ambition of African-American men. 
Suppon of lhe empowermenl summil comes from The Uni1ed Way. The Annie 
E. Casey Founda1ion. The Nation of Islam, Concerned Black Men, Inc. and lhe 
NAACP. The even1 is April 6lh in 1he Blackburn Cen1er, and is free of charge 
for students and you1h. 
Fashion Show In Blackburn 
Fashion Elegance wi1h a Vibran1 Attilude (FEVA) is 1he name for 1he April 
5'h fashion show 1hat is sponsored by the Emreprcneurial Society. 
The show will display designs from Howard s1uden1s. in addi1ion 10 1he slu• 
dellls of 01hcr campuses. En1ertainmen1 performances will come from 1hc 
NSAA African dance group wilh special giveaways 10 audience members. The 
even! will rake place al 7 p.m. in lhe Blackbum Ballroom. The price is $5. 
- Compiled by Derrick K. Nayo 
Students Impressed With N~w, Improved Howard Site 
By TnELISIIA WOODS 
Hilltop Slaff Wri1er 
The Universi1y reccn1ly revamped its 
website, equipped with a new design. more 
s1uden1 access 10 records and a link 1ha1 
allows s1udcn1s 10 check book availabilily 
in 1he library, 1he sile is now a favorile 
among s1udents. 
Launched on March 2. 1he sile was 
changed 10 better sui1 the needs of ils users. 
said 1be new si1e·s crea1or. Andre Mekkawi. 
"The old websile had no organiza1ion 
and no objec1ive," Mckkawi said. "Now the 
site is more customer oriented.•· 
Mekkawi said 1he si1e provides a better 
way for s1uden1s. prospec1ive s1uden1s. 
alumni, and facuhy 10 find informalion. 
"The information on 1he si1e is more 
organized, so tha1 different people can 
quickly find informalion 1ha1 relales 10 
1hem." said Mekkawi. 
He was hired 10 work on 1he Howard 
homepage 
because of 
his previous 
work on 1he 
School of 
Communi-
calions and 
1he Gradua1e 
schoo l 's 
websi1cs. 
r 
is way better than 
the old one," said 
senior poli1icnl sci• 
ence major Jarvis 
Houston, "1he old 
one lacked infom1a-
1ion in every way 
possible ... 
"II is more con• 
veniem to find 
informa1ion," said 
senior criminal jus-
1 ice major Lee 
Vason. 
"Wel l , 
I h e y 
( Howard) 
didn't really 
have a 
''webmasler" 
unlit 1hey 
hired me 10 
Pho<o byChondru Anderson 
A studeul lool<s •I the rede<il:J100 Ho,.ard u<-b page. 
TI1e websile has 
been organized c:11-
egoricall y which 
enables users 10 find 
01her information work on 1he 
si1e. and I had already been working for 
Howard, so thai is whal basically go1 ii 
s1arted." Mekkawi said. 
Students say 1hey prefer the new sile. "II 
thnl was nOI available on lhe old Sile like a 
news and evenls link. 
'This was developed so 1ha1 people can 
find oul whal is going on around campus, 
so 1here is a link 10 Campus happenings." 
Mekkawi said. 
S1udcn1s like the changes made 10 the 
websi1e. 
"I like i1, i1's a l01 easier 10 read and lhe 
Jinks are a 101 easier 10 gel 10 1han the old 
one.'' said junior journalism major Marc-
hand Cox. " It really looks more profes-
sional." 
TI1e new sile was well overdue accord-
ing 10 some s1uden1s. "lls an improvement 
and i1 is more aesthe1ically pleasing and ii 
was time for a change:· said sophomore 
mechanical engineering major Loren Col-
lier. 
"I check oul lhe websile periodically 
and I was surprised at 1he changes," said 
senior chemislry major Junior Harvard. 
"Tru1hfully, ii is one of 1he best college 
websiles I have seen." 
The sile can be accessed at 
www.howard.edu. 
Tlf.E HILLTOP FRIDAY, M ARCH 30, 2001 A3 
Student Dies in Blackburn From Apparent Heart Failure 
From Birga11s, Al 
be life threatening," said junior 
Tiffany Moffeu, a close friend ofBir-
gans. Birgans suffered from an 
unusual hean munnur since child-
hood. and had a kidney opera1ion 
las1 year. 
To many, Birgans appeared 10 be 
in greal shape. "He worked ou1 five 
times a week. never smoked or drank, 
and didn'1 eal pork.'' Moffen said. 
Doc1ors said the cause of death is 
curremly undetermined, but prelim-
inary results poin1 toward a conges-
tive hean failure. Samples of Bir-
gan's hean have been sent 101he lab 
for an official au1opsy. 
His umimely death came as a 
shock 10 many people who knew 
him. They said he was well on his 
way 10 accomplishing his dream of 
becoming a United Srn1es senator. 
A good friend. Jarvi s Houslon 
remembered Birgans as having a nat-
ural flare for politics. "He was 
extremely passiona1e on political 
issues," said Houston. According to 
Houston. he always spoke of going 
back to Illinois 10 help the black com-
munity. ·'He wamed 10 go back to 
Chicago and use his political ties to 
help his community." Houston said. 
Investigation into School of 
Business Death Continues 
From Harris. Al 
to have a lot of motivation. I just 
feel like l could've done some-
thing to prevent this." Owens 
said. 
Harris' death also reached 
those who have been faced with 
the sudden loss of loved ones 
before. 
"h has been a Iiule over one 
week since I heard of the death 
of the 19-year-old sophomore 
student, Mr. Sidney Harris. It 
hun me then and it huns me 
now. A !in.le over one year ago, 
my 18-year-old daughter, Ven-
tum died and my life has never 
been the same:· said Beuy J. 
Washing1on an administrative 
assistant in the School of Busi-
ness. 
·-rm 1101 saying 1his as an 
employee of Howard Universi-
ty School of 811,iness. but as a 
parent. r have been very trou-
bled over Mr. Harris' death. 
There arc so many rumors 
regarding what happened on 
that rooftop. That is between 
Mr. Harris and God," said 
Washington. 
Caldwell-Colbert Named 
New University Provost 
From Provost, Al 
meet with deans and faculty. as well 
as meetings . . .in all areas of the insti-
tution," said Caldwell-Colben. 
"It is with great anticipa-
tion that I look forward to these 
meetings and the opportunity to 
learn of the exciting initiatives and 
the areas of concern in your 
units ... while becoming a familiar 
face to all." said Caldwell-Colbert. 
"Through these traditions 
and by wo,king together and by 
working together. we can continue tO 
set Howard University apart and 
enhance its greatness as an in>titu-
tion." said Caldwell-Colbert. 
Birgans was taking some time off 
from school before completing his 
senior year. His list of accomplish-
ments included being a member of 
the School of Arts and Sciences 
Deans list. a candicfate for 2000-200 I, 
undergraduate trustee, former pro-
gram director for HUSA, and a for-
mer intern on Capitol Hill for Carol 
Mosley BrJun (D-UI) and Congress-
man Jesse Jackson. Jr. (D-lll). 
Recently. he had obtained an apan-
ment in Virginia and had accepted the 
position as Personal Executive Asst. 
to the Chief Administrator at Walter 
Reed Hospital. 
Many who knew him shared the 
same reaction when they heard of his 
passing: "disbelief." 
"All I remember is sining down, 
thinking I need to talce a walk." said 
senior journalism major Counney 
Wilson. "It still doesn't seem real; i1 
still has not set in. This is one of the 
few times in life that I wanted some-
one to be lying to me," Wilson said. 
"I am not going to lie and say I'm 
not incredibly angry, nor am I going 
10 pretend to understand (why his 
death is) supposed to be a pan of a 
divine," said Moffeu, "[his] an all 
100 real and painful reminder of mor-
tality despite our youth." 
He is survived by his parents, two 
brothers, as well as a fiancfe, Chere' 
Boone, who had accept~d his hand in 
marriage three days prior to his death. 
Boone, a sophomore at Howard, is set 
to give binh to their son next month. 
Funeral services took place on 
Mar. 24 at the New Covenant Mis-
sionary Baptist Church in Chicago. 
Though the occasion was described 
as "sad and somber" it was also a 
time of celebration said senior Will 
Jacobs who auended the funeral. 
"For the first time, we (Birgans· 
friends from Howard) got a chance to 
meet his family and share stories 
about how he touched lives at 
Howard," Jacobs said. 
Jacobs said some of his fondest 
memories of Birgans stemmed from 
their freshman year in Carver Hall 
where they stayed up late debating 
over issues such as politics, spons. 
and women. 
"Hr.'ll be sorely missed.'' Jacobs 
said. "T.J. had a great spirit, he 
brought an exuberance 10 life we 
could all learn from." 
U. Michigan Law School Admissions Ruled Illegal 
Fromlaw,AI 
the opinions of Justice Powell, which 
highereducaiion has relied on for23 
years. was not and is not good con-
stitutional law." Bollinger said in a 
telephone interview from San Diego. 
'Judge Duggan held precisely the 
contrary as has the 9th Circuit. We 
believe those couns are right, that 
higher education is right, that Presi-
dent Ford. General Motors, associat-
ed corporations and Colin Powell 
were also right." he said, referring to 
the numerous public statements of 
suppon solicited by the Universi1y. 
Friedman excused Bollinger, 
Lehman and former Law School 
Director of Admissions Dennis 
Shields as defendants in the case 
because they had 'auempted to com-
ply with Bakke as they interpreted 
the decision. while still striving to 
fulfill their admissions goals.• 
Although Friedman agreed diver-
sity is a "laudable" educational goal. 
he said the Law School's system fails 
Give the Gift 
With a Future 
to achieve diversity in a way that is 
fair to al l applicants. 
The Law School's consistent 
enrollment of l O percent to 17 per-
cent underrepresented minorities in 
each class since the I 992 adoption of 
the disputed admissions policy con-
stilUles an unspoken quota. Fried-
man said. 
'The fact of the mauer is that 
approximately IO percent of each 
entering class is effectively reserved 
for members of panicular races. and 
those seats are insulated from com-
petition." he wrote. 
Bollinger and other University 
officials disagreed strongly with this 
pan of the decision. 
'A quota is a policy of taking a 
cenain number of students regardless 
of their qualifications." Bollinger 
said. "We've made i1 clear that the 
Law School takes race into account 
only as a factor in a pool of students 
... that are clearly capable of doing 
the work and graduming and that 
Creating a 
New Century 
of Savings 
means it can vary in number from 
year to year as i, has.' 
In making his decision. Friedman 
credited retired University of Min-
nesota Prof. J(jnley Lamtz, the Cen-
ter for Individual Rights' statistician, 
wi th providing ' mathematically 
irrefutable proof that race is indeed 
an enormously imponant factor.' 
In a comparison of minority•and 
non-minority applicants with similar 
undergraduate grade poinl averages 
and Law School Admissions Test 
sc.ores, Lamtz calculated the relative 
odds of acceptance are greater for 
underrepresented minorities. 
Cun Levey. CIR director of legal 
and public affairs, said the firm is 
"deeply gr.itified by the decision." 
'h went even funher than we 
hoped for by ruling not just that this 
kind of diversity is not a compelling 
governmental interest but even if it 
were, the University's policy would 
still be illegal because they haven't 
bothered to consider less discrimi-
SSAVINGS . . BONDS 
natory practices." Levey said. 
Miranda Massie, lead attorney for 
the student interveners. said Fried-
man's decision is not supponed by 
the testimony he heard. 
"This opinion could have been 
ghost-wriuen by CIR,' she said. 'The 
judge only engaged with the evi-
dence enough to diston and to graft 
onto it what was clearly a precon-
ceived. highly ideological opposi-
tion to affirmative action." 
In the opinion, Friedman recog-
nized the "tragic" history of racial 
discrimination in the U.S .. as well as 
its lingering societal affects, but sug-
gested it is not the Law School's 
place to remedy this. 
While Friedman recognized the 
threat of a dramatic drop in under-
represented minorities on campus if 
race-sensitive admissions are elimi-
nated. he expressed hope that this 
would not happen. 
For complete Information 
about U.S.. Savin«• Bonda, 
visit our Web site at 
WWW.HYIDCabondleftY• 
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Behind ,..,,cry good slude11/1 there's a Qn'OI lrachtr. 111.lt Sil<:< ial per..on 
who <"an s1•irk 11,len:,1 and in,pirt• I,•arning. T,·arhing i, more Ih·ut iln 
ac·quired .,kill; ifs a pa.'-"'lion1 a ~irl. H)uu'te a lt>arlwr, rn11egt\ st.•nior, nr 
a 1m.-.rr~,ional ('Un"ihl<•ring a c.·art.1l'r chang~, 1ak~ a luok 1H sharin~amu glfi 
b)' warhing in The !l'c11ark Public Schools. 
Jo/J fair. lk /hell'. l'l,•as,• join u~ for a jnb fmr nn Saturday, M,1rd1 :l I, 
anrl m,•,•t ttarhcr-s 11h11 an• :tll'l'ady 111spinng lumormw's h•adcrs; talk 
\\it h the staff m,•mbors II ho ;up port them; and (if qualilil'd) complrtc 
an employment a111>Iic«tiun and po,,,.ibly go home with a sig,wd conlract 
lo kal'h in om• of th,· arc:i;; where immediate 01wnings exisL Or, you ma) 
ap11Iy for a trachm~ po,;ition for 1hr ttlOl-02 ~dwol )rar. 
On-the-spot job i11ten,/e,rR. llrin~ your n:,umt·, rollcge 1r,1n»< ript, 
New Je,,,<')' Cen dic.itc of P.lig,hility, C-crttfkat,• ur Ad1anr1•d Standing or 
Slamlanl Ct•,t ifi<"ak, along with your timer's litt•n,e ands., ial Secunly 
('3rd, birth crrtifiralc nr pn. .. ,110n. fr you're qu,tlificd, iou can interview 
for one of our lra1·hing opporlumlics at lhcjob fair. We olfcr an cxccllenl 
salary and h,•111•fih 1•;ttkaAt·, mrludi11g tuition n,imhur..cm~nl. 
Fm mun- lnrormation, 1i,il ourwcbsth' at www.nps.kl2.aj.us or call our 
llccrui1ing Oflkc at (973) 733-S960. 
Job Fair tor Teachers 
Saturday, ~larth 31 
8::lO n.m. lo 4:0011.111. 
Ca,ndpn \liddl<• S.·h•••l 
:121 IJcri;,·n ~trccl, NC\\,lrK, N,l 
Changing careers? 
Specutl prrsentalions al !1:00 a.m., 
I I;OO am. and 2:lkl p.m. 
Immediate Openings 
In These Areas: 
• Bilingual Eduta1inn 
• Child Study TPams 
• C.:ompuler sc,cot\' 
• Early Childhood Education 
• Eh•m,·ntari Educ at ion 
• Guidann· Counselors 
• \lcd1a S1K-<:1ali,,ts 
• ~lu~i1·, \'bual and Perfom1ing Art.s 
• Pl~ical Educahon 
• Seron,Iary Ed11ratinn (al l sultl••rts) 
• Social Work 
• Sp1.-cial Education 
• World l.a1l),'Uag<1 
lbe Newartl 
Public sc,ools 
Chee(( I+ Out! 
How would you l ike to be a part of The Nation's Largest 
Black Collegiate Newspaper? The Hilltop Editorial and 
Business staffs are now taking appl ications in the office 
of Student Activities and Ttle lrlilltop. 
Editorial Staff 
Positions Available: 
Campus Editor 
Sports Editor 
News Editor 
Editorial Editor 
Photo Editor 
Online Editor 
Production Personnel 
Engage Editor 
Contributing Editor 
Photographers 
Staff Writers 
Illustrator 
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Calif. Schools Celebrate Civil Leader Chavez Mad Cow Caused by 
By SARAH GORBACK 
The Daily Aztec (San Di~go State U.) 
(U-WIRE) SAN DIEGO - He led non-violent 
protests to unite farm workers. He once fasted for 
36 days for their rights. He is Cesar Chavez and 
for the first time, California is celebrating his lega-
cy. 
Gov. Gray Davis has designated March 30 Cesar 
Chavez Day and students are celebrating the hol-
iday all week with on- and off-campus events. 
Cesar Chavez founded the National Farm Work-
ers Association in I 962, ,ind led non-violent 
protests, boycotts and fasts for the next 30 years 
to organize labor workers in California. 
About I 00 people attended the first on campus 
event Monday at Casa Real. It was a panel dis-
cussion led by expens and personal friends of 
Chavez to educate students about his accomplish-
ments. 
San Diego State University President Stephen 
Weber was there and expressed gratitude toward 
the legacy lefl by Chavez. 
"Cesar Chavez Day is not just about the day, and 
it's not just about the man, .. Weber said. "'This day 
is about us and the California we intend to build.'' 
Speakers included Richard Ybarra, who married 
Chavez·s daughter, Anna, in 1971. Ybarra served 
as Chavez's special assistant, security chief. 
advance man and speech writer and spoke about 
how he knew Chavez on both a professional and 
personal level. He talked about Chavez's love for 
dogs, the game of pool and salsa dancing. 
"I got a much better education traveling around 
the world with him than from school," Ybarra said, 
a Harvard alumnus. 
The two traveled to gain momentum in the effons 
to bring together famiworkers who were being 
treated unfairly and subjected to such conditions 
as long hours and minimum pay with few or no 
health and pension benefits. 
Chavez helped put an end to these conditions by 
forming a workers union. 
But not without a fight. 
He decided to go all out against the California 
government, which was letting the bad conditions 
slide, by calling for a worldwide grape boycott. By 
1975, a Louis Harris poll showed 17 million Amer• 
ican adults were boycotting the fruit. The growers 
grew desperate and became willing to negotiate 
better working conditions for the farmers. 
In 1991, Cesar received the Aguila Azteca (The 
Aztec Eagle). Mexico's highest award presented to 
people of Mexican heritage who have made major 
contributions outside of Mexico. 
Chavez died in 1993 and more than 40,000 peo· 
pie participated in his funeral. 
Minnie Gonzalez Ybarra, Richard's mother. who 
is referred to as the "matriarch of the United Farm 
Worker's Movement" also spoke at the event. She 
told the audience that Chavez would never sign a 
contract without the United Fam1 Workers Flag 
behind him. That same nag was used as the speak-
er's backdrop. 
''Their struggle can be compared to anybody's 
struggle, whether urban or in the fields," San 
Diego State University Social Science sophomore 
Ron Gochez said after the event. "I see myself as 
no way different than the people working in the 
fields. I don't see myself higher than them because 
ram at a university." 
The California Commission on Improving Life 
through Service has donated $250.000 to the Cal-
ifornia State University system to suppon sys-
temwide activities for the holiday. 
Wednesday, a candlelight vigil will be held at 7:30 
p.m. at California State University, San Marcos to 
celebrate Chavez's memory. 
For more information about events, call 986-
6677. The campus will be closed Friday and class• 
es will be canceled to recogni1e the holiday. 
Maryland Rotation a Perfect 10 
By Josu Mrrcru:t.L 
The Diamondback (U. Maryland) 
(U-WIRE)C0ll.EGEPARK.Md.-Formany}\'31S, 
the full-coun press defined Gary WIiliams · teams. 
While coaching basketball teams at American 
University. Boston College. Ohio St.1te and the Ter-
rapins, Williams ran a high-octane offense and a 
pressure defense tliat kept the game exciting. 
Th.:n came his current crop of players. \\'ith a lim-
ited rotation last season and an abw1d.ll1CC of size thi, 
season. Williams has Mmycd from the pre,s for on.: 
of the few times in hisc.i=r. Hishalf-coun 1,>amc has 
worked beautifully, alld the Tcrps (25-10) will make 
their first trip to the Fmal Four at 8:20 p.m. Saturday 
when they play Duke ( 33-4) in Minneapoti,. 
"With our size this year, the biggest thing I bad to 
get away from was alwnys wanting 10 press;· 
Williams said. ·'This year, we've gOlmoredeptbtban 
ever but we· ve probably pre.'>.<;ed less than ever. Now 
that we're in the Pinal Four, I think maybe I was 
wrong all thosc years.'' 
With a IO-player rotation the d<.'CJ)Cst in hi> coach• 
ing c= Williams ha, b<.-en tempted to run a full · 
coun game. with an emphasis on forcing turnovers 
to create easy ba.,kets. But that type of play has 
clashed with this team·, style. The Terps have 0our-
ished in a slower. half-coun game built aroW1d 
junior center Lonny Baxter. Tiiey led the ACC in 
assists and ranked third in tlie nation in scoring 
offense during the regular sea.son. 
"It suiLs us better a., a tcrun." sophomore re.erve 
guard Drew Nicholas said of the new offense. "We 
are capable of pres.<ing 40 minutes straigh~ but 
sometimes we· ve had trouble in tr.msition matching 
up agairu;t shooters. Another .idvantage is our half-
coun defense. just being able to slow people down 
andbcingabletoreboundthebasketball. We'renble 
to get our hands on a lot of balls.'' 
TheTuq,s' sire bas prevented Williams fromu;,ing 
the press as much as he u.led to. Baxter (6 feet 8 inch-
es, 260 pounds). senior fotward Terence Monis (6-
9, 221). sophomore forward Tabj Holden (6-10. 
247), senior center Mike Mardesich (7-0, 244) and 
junior forward Danny Miller (6-8, 220) are more 
suited for a grinding game. 
Williams has adjusted accordingly. The Terps have 
u.sed a half-coun defense, mostly man-to-man. but 
have switched to woe when needed. [n the Sweet 
16. for example, Georgetown had a significant size 
advilntage with three players nearly 7 fo:t tall. But 
instead of trying to tire the Hoyas with full-coon 
pressure, the Terps used a matcbup 1-2-2 wne 
defense in the second half. The result: TI1e Hoyas 
shot 30.8 percent from the field. 
Stanford had similar problems. shooting a season-
low 41.1 percent in the Terps' 87· 73 victory Satur· 
day in Anaheim. 
"We're pretty good man-to-m."lll.''Holdensaid. As 
for pressing, Holden said. •·we·re good at it when 
we do it for spurts but it's hard to maintain."' 
Even with thi~ style, \Villiams has made good use 
of his bench. Nine Terp. average at least 10 minutes, 
and ~•-en average at least 16. 
'The gan1e dictate, the substitution pattern,'' 
Williams said. "When I need a guy off the bench. if 
I need shooting I might need more of Holden and 
Wilcox. If we're getting beat up inside, I might go 
to Mike Mardesich. 
''I've never been big on trying to 1natinme our 
bench. I always wonied about having enough guys 
fresh enough to press. I had to take a long look at 
our bench and know that they were good enough to 
play. You have to get a feel for your players. exact• 
ly how you can use them.'' 
Mardesich, a team captain. said the team· s new 
style lifts the pre.sure off 111dividual players. 
"We're relying on each other more:· Murdesich 
said. ''That can go mo ways. It can be difficult [if a 
particular player struggles]. or it can make llS trust 
e:icbotber." 
Police Discover Mystery Footprints in Zantop Home 
By MARK BUBRISKI & O~u; R }SMAIL 
TI1e Danmouth (Danmouth College) 
(U-WIRE) HANOVER. N.H. - 1\vo different 
footwear impressions found on papers on the floor 
of the Zant ops' home do not match footwear worn 
by the police or the footwear recovered from 17-
year-old Roben Tulloch, according to additional 
coun documents that were released yesterday. 
The documents said that the state lab has not yet 
compared the impression found on the noor with 
the footwear seized from James Parker, the other 
teen accused of stabbing Half and Susanne Zan-
top. 
Evidence released earlier this week did confirm 
that the police have at least matched one set of other 
bloody footprints found in and outside the victims' 
home with Tulloch's left boot. 
Earlier documents also stated that DNA from 
blood on two knives found in Tullocb's bedroom 
matched the DNA of Susanne Zantop. Finger-
prints on one of the two knife sheaths found at the 
scene also matched Parker's prints. 
Meanwhile. a lawyer for one of the two 
teenagers said the public should hold off from mak-
ing judgements until the incriminating evidence 
released Monday is reviewed independently. 
"It's incomprehensible and inconceivable that 
Jimmy Parker could have had anything 10 do with 
this crime," Doug Brown. a San Diego lawyer and 
friend of the family for 30 years told The Associ-
ated Press. 'The nature of these documents does 
not undermine their confidence in the innocence 
of their son.'' 
The authorities still appear 10 be searching for 
a motive explaining the killings or a possible con-
nection between the German professors and the 
Chelsea suspects. 
"There's no evidence that I am aware of that they 
knew each other," Brown said. 
Meanwhile, despite coun documents to the con-
trary. investigators did not find any neo-Nazi, Ku 
Klux Klan, or other white supremacist literature in 
Zantop murder suspect Roben Tulloch's bedroom, 
according to Assistant Attorney General William 
Delker. 
The New Hampshire Attorney General"s office. 
however. has not issued any formal statement con-
cerning the misleading documents, but Delker 
ye.,terday told The Danmouth that "it would be 
unfairly harmful to these defendants" for this infor-
mation 10 be construed as true. 
Delker did confirm that "Der Fuhrer·• and other 
literaturr. relating to the Holocaust and Germany 
were found in Tulloch ·s bedroom. He characterii,ed 
the literature as "history books'' and not racist or 
white supremacist in nature. 
Other documents released show that the after-
noon before the Zantops were killed, a Canaan. 
N.H. man saw a green >tation wagon - which 
police say matches a Subaru owned by Parker·, 
family - ,pccding out of the Zantops' driveway 
at 115 Trescott Road in Etna. 
"It made a preny strong impression on me. It was 
leaving fast. That's very out of the ordinary for the 
neighborhood" Paul Newcity told The Valley 
News. about the car he saw around 2:30 p.m. on 
Friday. Jan. 26. '"People there don't leave their yard 
at that rate of speed.'' 
Newcity told the Hanover Police that the driver 
of the green station wagon appeared to be a thin. 
dark-haired. white male in his early 20s. with no 
facial hair. 
Newcity and another man who was riding with 
him that day told the Valley News that they had to 
swerve to avoid the station wagon. Newcity said 
he only saw one person in the car. but that things 
happened so quickly he could not be sure whether 
there may have been a passenger or whether it was 
actually a Volvo. 
Parker's parents own a green 1996 Subaru sta-
tion wagon, which investigators said was "consis-
tent" with Newcity's description. 
Also, two knives not believed to be the ones used 
to kill the Zantops, were found in the silver Audi 
in which the two boys 0ed the Upper Valley. One 
knife described as "tactical" and another "hunting" 
knife were found in a toolbox in the tmnk of the 
car. 
Law School Applications Show Female Majorjty 
By B f.N S£LLF.RS 
Cavalier Daily (U. Virginia) 
(U-WIRE) CHARLOTTESVILLE. Va. -Sta-
tistics released by the American Bar Association 
this month revealed that. for the first time. the 
number of women applying to law school this 
year exceeds the number of men. 
Although the study only reflected those individ-
uals who had applied to law schools as of March 
16 of this year. it showed that of the 67,239 appli-
cants nation-wide 50.4 percent were women. This 
was a margi,rnl increase over 1he 49.4 percent of 
female students who enrolled in law schools hL~t 
year. Law schools in Virginia have been aw(u-e of 
the increase in female applicants in recent years. 
According to Law Prof. John Jeffries, who will 
· take over as dean of the University of Virginia 
Law School in July, "such changes have already 
occurred" at the University. · 
1\vo years ago. the Law School admitted iL~ 
first class with more women than men. Jeffries 
said. The admissions offices at the University of 
Richmond and Washington & Lee University 
law schools reponed that in past years they have 
adntitted roughly equal numbers of female and 
male applicants. 
Nonetheless, many law school officials said 
crossing over the halfway point in female appli-
cations numbers marked a significant milestone 
for women trying to compete in a traditionally 
male-dominated profession. According to Susan 
Palmer. associate dean for student affairs and 
admissions at Washington & Lee School of Law, 
law classes are now more receptive to women 
than in the past. 
The old method "of teaching students by abus-
ing them is gone. Women don't have to learn by 
combat,'' Palmer said. Dean of Yale University's 
Law School Anthony T. Kronman described the 
teaching method as "ruthlessly interrogatling] 
students and reduc(ingl them to tears.'' Changes 
in social attitudes towards women in law are 
another imponant reason for the increasing num-
bers of female law students, said Amy Arnold, 
associate attorney at the Richmond office of 
Hunton & Williams. 
In addition. many women see law as an oppor-
tunity to gain even more status in the work• 
place. A career in law offers women "a little 
more power in controlling their destinies.'' 
Arnold said. Glenn Cummings, University inter-
im director of Pre-Profe.~sional Services, said 
there was a keen interest for women in pursuing 
law careers. 
"I encourage them.'' he said. But "I let them 
know that there remains a serious shonage of 
female panners at law firms. so that while the 
law student demographic may be 50/50 between 
the sexes, there is still much work to do before 
women can have quite the same voice in the 
legal field as men." 
Abnormal Protein 
By KATIE GOLDSMITH 
Iowa State Daily (Iowa State U.) 
(U-WIRE) AMES, Iowa - The 
in0ux of sheep to be tested for a 
forn1 of Mad Cow Disease has caused 
concern in Ames and at Iowa State 
University. but experts say it is 
unlikely the disease will appear in the 
United States. 
New cases of bovine spongiform 
encephalopathy, or BSE, have been 
detected in several European coun-
tries, including Italy. which was pre-
viously thought to free of the disease, 
said Nolan Hanwig, Iowa State Uni-
versity Extension veterinarian spe-
cializing in beef. dairy, ,hcep and vet• 
erinary public health. However. 
Hanwig said he thinks it is unlikely 
the disease will enter the United 
States. 'The risk of BSE getting into 
the United States is extremely small, 
extremely small," he said. "but it's 
not zero." 
BSE, or Mad Cow Disease, is a 
degenerative brain disease, Hanwig 
said. The term "spongiform" indi-
cates that, microscopically. the nu-
vous tissue of infected animals looks 
like a ,ponge. Han wig compared the 
appearance of a brain infected with 
BSE 10 a Pac-Man game chewing :md 
eating away at the bmin. Cows infect-
ed with BSE were belligerent. unco-
ordinated and eventually died. 
The infectious agent that causes 
BSE differs from most other dis-
eases, Hanwig said. BSE is one of a 
family of diseases called transmissi-
ble spongifom1 encephalopa1hies. 
These are not caused by normal 
infectious agents such as bacteria or 
viruses. but rather by an abnonnal 
fonn of a protein called a prion. "Pri-
ons are proteins. not li ving organ-
isms." he said. ''They contain no 
genetic material. no DNA.'' 
The first case of Variant 
Creutzfeldt-Jakob Disease. the 
human version of BSE. was diag-
nosed in England in October 1986, 
Hartwig s:11d. "In the early "90s. we 
\larred 10 sec some evidence of 1hese 
TSEs in people in the United King• 
dom," he said. 
Animals •nd humans infected with 
BSE become belligerent. uncoordi-
nated and debilitated. Hanwig said. 
Since BSE is a progressive disorder. 
infected patients take a long time to 
die. "Apparent ly the variant form 
[ Variant Creuttfeldt-Jakob Disease! 
take, people longer to die than the 
trad1t1onal form," he said. 
Harley Moon. professor at the ISU 
Veterinary Medical Research lnsti-
tu1e. said the idea of a protein caus-
ing an illness was controversial when 
first proposed by Stanley Puzner, 
who won a Nobel Prize for his work. 
Moon said this concept was a leap 
from previous knowledge. 
"It's not a bug," he said. "All these 
other things [that cause infections] 
are bugs. This is not a bug - this is 
a protein.'' 
Hanwig said prion proteins are pre-
sent in all animals, not just cows and 
other ruminants. ··we all have prions 
in our bodies," he said, "but they're 
formed, created and then they're 
removed. It' s a natural, normal 
process." 
Although prion proteins are the 
likely cause of BSE. it is still 
unknown what their function is in the 
body. said Janice Miller. veterinary 
medical officer with the National 
Animal Disease Center of the USDA 
Agricultural Research Service. 
"Some [scicnti.is] think maybe it 
plays a role as a neurotransmitter, 
because it accumulates at the synap-
tic nerve endings," she said. 
However, she said it appears prions 
are not necessary for life. In some 
experiments, for example, the prion 
protein has been removed from cer-
tain strains of mice. and the mice 
have survived. "We assume that 
there's a good reason. but that isn' t 
written in stone that there has 10 be ... 
she said. 
The prion that causes BSE is abnor-
mal in the way it is folded, Moon 
said. He said nom1al prion proteins 
have n helical, or spiral. shape, like 
that of DNA. but the abnormal prions 
are arranged in Oat, pleated sheets. 
·The protein, in terms of its amino 
acid sequence. it's not even a mutant 
protein:· he said. "lt"s the nonnal 
protein sequence: it"s folded wrong." 
Due to the abnomial folding of the 
protein, it i, unable to be broken 
down properly, and the protein accu-
mulates in the nervous tissue of ani• 
mals. Moon said. Current knowledge 
is that this accumulation is what caus-
es BSE. 
'The evidence is that this protein, 
by mechanisms that arc not yet 
understood. is toxic 10 the brain," he 
said. The folding of the abnormal 
prion protein abo causes other diffi-
cultie.,. Hartwig ,aid the prions art' 
very heat-resistant, ~o they are not 
"killed'" or denatured by normal 
processes. Such heat resistance is 
unusual for a protein, he said. "Usu• 
ally I proteins I are like the white of an 
egg," he said. "When you heat it, it 
denatures it. It's just not the same, 
and that change is irreversible." 
Other infectious agents in meat, 
like salmonella or E.coli. are killed 
when the meat is heated to very high 
temperatures ,n the rendering 
process. However. prions can't be 
killed in this way. Also. Moon said 
prion proteins appear to be resistant 
to other fonns of decontamination 
such a.~ chemical disinfectants. 
'This is not a bug," he said. ·•so 
those systems we've put m pince to 
eliminate bugs don't work here." 
• 
• 
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Happy Birthday Prince Carme11 Jones, Jr. 
March 30, 1975 
September 1, 2000 
On September 1, 2000, Prince C. Jones, Jr., one of Howard University's own, 
was fatally slaughtered by an undercover Prince George's County Police Officer. 
The State's Attorney for VA called the incident a justifiable homicide and to this 
day his case has not been resolved. Prince C. Jones, Jr. lives on through his 
family, friends and every Howard University student. Please come and celebrate 
The First Annual Prince C. Jones, Jr. Day hosted by The School Of Education 
Student Council. This will be an informative panel discussion relating to your 
rights as an individual. Know your rights and be aware of what is really going on. 
We will hear from several panelists to discuss the issue of racial profiling, police 
brutality, police bill of rights, and what's being done to correct this. 
When: Friday,· March 30, 2001 
Where: Howard University's Rankin Me11zorial Chapel 
Ti1ne: 6-9p111 
Speaker's: Greg Lattimer (Prince's Attorney), Mark Thompson (NAACP), Kevin Sproles 
(ACLU), Dr. Alvln Thorton (Polltlcal Analyst), Michael Alkins (Executive CAY A), Kurt 
Simms (Victim), Dr. Mable Jones (Prince's Mother) 
Special Invited Guests: Jack Johnson, Al Shaprton, Elijah Cummings 
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Become a NYC Tea~hi,;g °Felio._;, 
0
now. -J~i~ a ·select· group o( ...... . 
talented professionals and graduates who will teach in New York 
City's (!nder-performing classrooms this fall. No previous teaching 
experience required. You'll receive a salary while working toward a 
fully paid Master's Degree. Help us give ell NYC students the quality -
of educatton they deserve. Apply now. Applications due Ap,il 7. 2001. 
Call 1'877-NYFELLO or visit www.nycteachlngfellows.org, 
N Y C T E A C H I N G F E L L O W S - ......,_ __ 
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This is a Story 
By You 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
This could actually be 
space for your story if 
you wanted it to. To 
write for The Hilltop 
just call the office at 
806-6866. You can 
email her at thehill-
top@hotmail.com. 
Better yet, come to one 
of our budget meetings. 
To publish stories for 
our Tuesday edition 
come to our Sunday 
meetings at 7 p.m. To 
pick up a story for Fri-
day's issue, come by 
the office on Tuesday's 
at 7 p.m. All meetings 
are held in The Hilltop 
office, which is located 
in the West side on the 
plaza level of the 
Howard Univers ity 
Plaza Towers. 
The Hilltop. Be 
Heard. Sooner. 
AIIYOU UP 
TOTHI 
CHALLINGI 1 
Friends 
Don't Let 
Friends 
Drive 
Drunk. 
Drive Safely. 
Drink Responsibly. 
A Public Service Annouricement 
A UNIVUHTY 
NSIGMBORMOOD 
INITIATIVI 
IF 10, BICOMI AN AMIIICOIP Ml.MIii 
❖ Bclp ·1"' through 6'h gra.ckn; br.:com1: h1:ttc:r tc:a<lc:1'$ 
, 
❖ Gain Valuable leadership and jub ~kills 
I I 
❖ M1:ct <)ther t.uJente<l, service-niimleJ college students in the region 
I. 
❖ Receive 3 FREE ac11deJnic credits . C 
❖ Receive a $2,363.00 cduc~tiona1 awal'"d 
❖ bree summer housing 
POI .MORIS INPOI.MAflON 01 TO APPLY CONTAffl 
YAfNIIA ffALI IITI 
WWW•HIADJUP..IK+ORG 
sos..u,. • •61 m. u 
Attention: Howard University Students 
Office of Parking and Shuttle Operations 
, 
Student Lottery Yr. 2001-2002 
Name: ____________ _ 
SSN: 
Howard Student ID#: 
-----------
School Enrolled: _ _______ _ 
Classification: ________ _ 
Did JOU hue parklnJ permit 4atlnr the 2000-~1 tchool yw? (Yeti _ / INO) _, 
Drew 9th & V Street 5th & W Street 
8th Street East Towers West Towers 
Banneker north & south Howard Center 
• Bring your application to tbt Office of Parking & Shuttle Operations in the 
Administration B,uilding in Room J3..11. 
• Applle11lonl mu11 be complelfd and ~d into lbe office by April 30, 2001. 
• The Iott.try nione.n will bf po1ted by l\la)' 9, 2001 ou!Jide of dir offkt. 
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'{ Get ii ev111 tuiisdav and llidaV 
. - . .. . :,J::. . 
"THE NAKED TRUTH ABOUT LOVE, 
SEX AND RELATIONSHIPS" 
Hosted by 
• 
You've seen her on POLITICALLY INCORRECT, MTV' s 
SEX IN THE 90'S,MONTEL WILLIAMS, & TESTIFYING 
BEFORE THE US SENATE 
AND NOW HOWARD UNIVERSITY 
"Lakita is strong willed, 
brash, outspoken and 
beautiful. She stands 
up for \vhat she believes 
in and never backs 
down. When she comes 
on Politically Incorrect 
sparks n y ... strong, 
brash beautiful and 
outspoken---the on ly 
thing that stops Lakita 
from being my ideal 
\,voman 1s her 
upstanding morals." 
Bill l\itaher 
Host, Politically Incorrect 
Mrn:SS BLACJK. CALIFORNIA 
MODEL RECORDING ARTIST 
··rn the 22 years I've 
taught in this inner city 
high school ,.ve ' vc 
had everyone speak from 
Jessie Jackson to 
President Bush. Lakita 
\vas the best thing to 
happen to this school" 
Anthony Booker 
Teacher Taft High School 
PART I. FRIDAY, 14ARCH 30, 2081! at 7:00 pm 
PART 11I. SUNDAY, APRIL 1, 20.0l NOON 
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AUDITORIUM 
----- -- - - -- -· . --- - - - ------- ---·- -
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Opinions & Editorial 
Foreign 
Affairs 
Part I 
Josef Sawyer 
As the year Oashes right before your eyes. you are growing tired of making 
Selmo and Mike L richer by anend-
ing their parties. You are now begin-
ning to worry about your grades. 
You remember the painful regis-
tration process when you had to flip 
through the course book while lis-
tening to the robotic voice of HU 
Bison dart out commands. Some of 
the classes you signed up for were 
mandatory, while others just sound-
ed interesting. 
Did you take the time 10 find out 
who was teaching the class? No, you 
didn't, you left it up 10 the words 
FACULTY or n,aybe you just 
couldn't pronounce the professors 
name. But since it's college and as 
Muziq predicted on track number 
fifteen on Aijuswanaseing. "You Be 
Alright." 
The first day of class comes 
around. and you meet the profes-
sor. He or she probably has no syl-
labus. and even after they spelled 
their name on the board you still 
could not pronounce it. A sense of 
uneasiness begins 10 fa ll over 
you. You realize you are having a dif-
ficult time understanding what the 
professor is saying even though your 
attention span is there. 
Not what you expected? This is 
what many students are experienc-
ing, in many of the core requirement 
classes. But not all teachers from 
other countries are bad. 
There are teachers from other 
countries that are very competent in 
their duties. and it is actually refresh-
ing 10 listen to their unique voices, 
and experiences. Last semester one 
of my favorite classes was Principles 
of Speech. My teacher was a young 
Nigerian woman who had a pleasing 
accent, but she was very on top of her 
game. Not only did she bring an 
extensive knowledge of her different 
cultural experiences: she had mas-
tered the material. She was also able 
to present the infom1ation in a man-
ner that was palatable 10 the best 
and worst of students. 
So what's the big dea l with 
accents'? If you are not aware, we all 
have accents. The word accent by 
definition is "an individual's dis-
tinctive or characteristic inflection, 
tone, or choice of words," according 
to the Merriam-Webster Oic1io-
nary. But on 1he 01her side of the 
table there are teachers from other 
countries who can barely speak Eng-
lish and have unorthodox teaching 
methods. You find i1 easier 10 read 
the book and skip class 1han 10 lbten 
10 the professor. 
It is not so much 1he accent. I can 
get over that: my whole family is 
from Africa. II is more that these pro-
fes.~ors aren't really teaching. They 
lecture and 1alk about whatever 
comes to mind. follow no outline or 
course syllabus. and when you ask 
them questions they make it seem 
like you are trying 10 be insubordi-
nate. 
I have only been here for 1.5 
semesters but I withdrew from two 
classes. and changed to another class 
because my professor in short. was 
dreadful. And each time the scenario 
was the same. I think the concept of 
hiring teachers from other countries 
is a noble act. 
The motto of Howard University 
is Leadership for America and the 
Global Community, so it is the duty 
of the University to widen its spec-
trum. Bm all I am asking for is 10 be 
able to pick what ever class I want 
out of the course book and rest 
assured that I will have a teacher 
who is actually earning their pay-
check. 
Josef Sawyer is a fresh111011 from 
Ellicou City, Md and can be reached 
at Sheikl,8lack@aol.com. 
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Welcoine Home 
We welcome our new Provost, Dr. A. Toy Caldwell-Colbert to 
the Howard University family. 
As the University moves into a 
new direction, we feel that she 
Editorials 
will serve a vital role in assist-
ing President Swygert in lead-
ing the University into the 2!51 
century. 
With Dr. Caldwell-Colbert's 
experience at other universities 
such as University of Kansas, 
Indiana State University, and · 
Emporia State University these 
have helped to prepare her for 
the task of being the Provost of 
our dear University. Her will-
ingness and enthusiasm about 
joining the administration of 
Howard will only help prepare 
us to be the future leaders of 
America and the global com-
munity. 
She is a welcome addition to 
the position left vacant by for-
mer Provost, Antoine Girbal-
dt As the University seeks to 
eliminate many of the Interim 
titles of various positions on 
campus, the hiring of Dr. Cald-
well-Colbert appears as a pos-
itive step in the right direc-
tion. 
As we look ahead to· the 
beginning of Dr. Caldwell-C~l-
bert's tenure as Provost, we 
feel that the President's selec-
tion committee sought out the 
best possible candidate. With 
that Dr. Caldwell-Colbert, we 
welcome you. 
::::::==::::::===================::..---:~-:::-==-___,==============================:::i 
So Where Do We Go From Here? 
Joi C. Ridley 
Throughout the election. candidates have pledged their alle-
giance to making Howard University "better'' for both students 
and administration. All have promised to instill various pro-
grams to create a more "harmonious and united Howard." 
they only have one year 10 work. They can not possibly revi-
taiize every aspect of Howard during their tem1. 
My question simply put is: where do these people go? These 
candidates who ,poke so vehemently about the issues and prob-
lems within the University suddenly ,eem to lose their vigor 
when they are infom1ed of their defeat. They rel.real quietly, once 
again, to the background. only to be brought out at the next 
protest (which they did not organize) or rally. Instead of being 
indispensable in finding 1he ,olution to various problems. they 
continue to talk about them. making them worth just that: talk. 
1\nd '" HU students know. talk is cheap withou1 actions to back 
it up. 
Yet, when the smoke clears and we are left with our new 
HUSA President. Vice President. and Undergraduate Trustee. 
what happens to the plans of all the candidates who didn't win? 
Are we left 10 believe that because candidate John or Jane 
Anybody did not win. their plans for improving food services. 
security, and relationships with international students will be 
abandoned? True, each official wants to work towards the best 
advantage of students, but as we've constantly been reminded. 
Also. for those candidates who are not victorious in their push 
towards their respective po~itions, I ask how they plan 10 stay 
active in HU student government. This very question was pro-
posed to candidates in a recent speak out to which all candi-
dates said that they would "lend a hand" to whoever won. I actu-
ally felt like I was watching a rnce for Ms. (or Mr.)Congeniality 
tn a pageant in,tead of candida1es vying for leadership of the 
student body. The pledge sounds good enough on paper but when 
ii comes 10 form. how many of the candidates can actually say 
that they will stay true to their word? Joi Ridley is a fre.rl,111a11 prim joumalism major. 
Grievance Column 
Students Speak Out on HU 
Customer Service 
Kirstyn Fields 
The Grieva11ce Column 011 occasio11alfeature 
that aims to pre.re/II issues brought to the a11e11-
tion of the Undergrtuluare Swdem Assembly. 
Grie1•a11,·e Director by formal and i11for111al 
. mea11s. The co/1111111 address grievances sub-
mitted by s111de11ts, as well as 111,dares am/ 
progres.r reports from the U.G.S.A. Griem11ce 
CommiueeS activilies. 
At long last. the results are in!!! "What you 
said." also known as the customer service survey 
analysis. has been compiled and analyzed to deter-
mine the overall sentiment of our Howard Uni-
versity student population regarding two major 
:u-eas of services rendered: Financial Aid and 
Health Services. I wish I could say that the results 
are shocking, but that's just not the case. What was 
shocking is the number of students that added their 
own bubbles and made comments in areas other 
than the Lines specifically marked for "commen-
tary." I guess that just goes 1oshow that Bison will 
customize almost anything. 
If you take the time to modify a free survey that 
assesses only two aspects of our ,chool, why 
,houlcln 't you invest a little bit of energy in improv-
ing the whole University (especially those of you 
who pay dearly 10 attend). At any rate, I do want 
10 thank everyone who participated (and apologize 
to Cook Hall,please excuse our oversight). Also. 
a quick disclaimer: This survey was completed (and 
tunied in) by a tOlal of329 students (approximately 
3 percent of our estimated enrollment) and the 
analysis was completed by an amateur. However, 
our small sample was rather representative includ-
ing contributions from males and females. all clas-
sifications (and a couple of grad students), as well 
as all of the undergraduate schools and the Jaw 
school. As for rny statistical skills, I did at least 
pass the class: plus there were no hanging chads 
10 count. so it wasn't exactly rocket science! 
And now for your viewing enjoyment (drum 
roll please): 
The Results of the HUSA/UGSA Service 
Evaluations 
According to you: 
The likely number of visits you might make 
10 the Financia.J Aid office is: I to3 times per 
semester and the avemge wail for service is over 
30 minutes at a time. 
Fifty -nine percent of our participant, said that 
the office attendants are not courteous and respect-
ful while 76 percent felt that they do not receive 
clear infomtation from the employees there. 
Sixty-six percent have had documents lost or 
misplaced by the office and of the students with 
refund checks. 62 percent wait over a month to 
receive them. 
On a scale of 1-5 (5 being the best), your over-
all rating for the Financial Aid office is a 2. 
63 percent gave the office below average rat-
ings (1 or 2) while a total of 2 students award, 
ed the office a superior rating (5). 
A, for the Health Center, the li kely number 
of visits is one per semester. Of the students who 
specified a wait time, 65 percent of s1udents said 
they wait over 30 minutes to be seen by an atten, 
dant for the entire visit The percentage of stu-
dents who spend one to two hours (30 percent) 
in the center is followed by those who spend no 
time at all (24.5 percent) in 1he Health Center. 
The service ratings for the Health Center 
reflect more evenly split views, with 52 percent 
of opinion givers saying that Health Center 
employees are courteous and respectful and 49 
percent agree that they are well informed and 
give clear information. However. there are still 
the 24 percent and 38 percent who claim to have 
experienced misdiagno,is or lost/misplaced doc-
uments respectively. These are smaller numbers 
than I imagined, but ,till disappointing ones. 
A more detailed report will be available short-
ly for anyone interested, but the bottom line is: 
The Financial Aid office and the Health Center 
appear to be getting by on the customer service 
froot and obviously they are somewhat effective 
in their operations, bu1 there are several areas that 
deserve attention. While the ratings were not 
atrocious, there is definitely not a unanimous 
vote of confidence in any area of performance 
for services their services. This documentation 
will be helpful in future discussions and planning 
and the comments that many of you included arc 
equally useful. Tirnnk you for listening and 10 
all a good day. 
Kir.tty11 Fields is ajmrior fi11ance 111ajororig-
i11ally from Decawr, GA who serves as rl,e 
U11dergrad11ate Studem Assembly Griei·a11ce 
director. 
Whats your Opinion? 
We encourage our reader.. to write letters to the editor. 
Tell us what you think the pape1 and its co1 1tents. 
We ~!rive to produce a quality biweekl} product with the news 
pages that are devoid of slant or personal bias. 
Please address all the letters or comments to: 
The Hilltop 
2251 Shennan Ave., N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20001 
e-mail us at thehilltop@hotmail.com 
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HOWARD MEN & WOMEN 
vs. S. Carolina State 
· 11 :00 am, Sunday, April 1 
All home matches @ 
BANNEKER COURTS. 
CONGRATULATIONS TO 
·WOMEN'S TENNIS FOR 
WINS (6-1) over 
Georgia Ave. & Euclid 
St, NW (across from 
the rear of the A 
Building) 
Mary Washington College 
0 '"-~ j' 
" 
CONGRATULATIONS FOR WIN (10.-8) OVER 
Manhattan College @ Greene Stadium 
CONGRATULATI NS .... 
••• FOR THE WIN OVER Fordham 
CONGRATULATIONS TO 
KRYSTAL PERKINS (1500 Meters) A~l> DAVID OLIVER (110 Meter Hurdles) ,. 
1--"0 QUAUFl'\'lNG 1-'0RMEAC OUTDOOR CHAMPIONSHIPS!! 0"
0 
~,~- 0000 . ~ . ,oo~~vaum~ 'IJ,.. '-:=;:!,THANKS ANO APPRECIATION TO 
-., A RIAN 'fHOMPSON .~D ARON DORSEY 
roll R.URES.F.N'l'ING HU WITH CL~SS AT THE NCAA CHAl\flPIONSIDPS !! 
, Best wishes to! ~ 
~ • :,I; -~~: 
l)lii.OQO - ~ (:Rt & JtJ JLD @ Raleigh Relay, 
BABEB/iL,., @ Ge~rge l h.son,_ Coeein.& UMBC 
1ffiN(S (~~1 '4;~nn:t~1 @ ):ljjinpton, Mo~gan 
1\&,: r 6N '{rtleili@'Geoi:ge Mason .. 
·LA'.C!ROfJSl @Longwobd,,Obio &Saered H~art 
' . -~ ~ ::~ . ,;-. <'.'. •. ·,•· • 
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POINT Of 
Looking 
in the Mirror 
By GINGER F. SKINNER 
Engage' Editor 
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"Look at her - look.in' like a broke- : 
down Lil' Kim." "I wish these girlz : 
would stop tryin · to nip dey hair like : 
Mary J." "Jus' because they make it in 
your size, don't mean you look good in 
it." Sound familiar? Maybe you've 
said some of these things before. Maybe 
we're all guilty of having the miscon-
ception that putting someone else down 
for his or her fonn of self-expression 
will inevitably elevate us and our self. 
image. It's okay, we're human, and 
• more importantly, we're women. J'm • 
not here to judge or even make myself : 
look like a talk-show host with the lat• : 
est expertise on how 10 love yourself • 
and your sisters. I'm just offering my 
point of view on this misconceived 
1hing an1ong females that doesn't have 
a name. 
As a 23 year-old woman and a fifth 
year Howard student (yes, many of you 
will be here for five years or more too). 
J 've seen and experienced more than 
my share of haterism, had my share of 
fake girlfriends, and more than once 
have had a female tell me "that brotha's 
no good for you," or "you're too good 
for him,'' only to see that same young , 
psychic friend scheming on him for • 
• herself. I'd think, "Well, I guess he , 
wasn't good enough for me, but be • 
damn sure looks good enough for you,'' 
and then point them both in the direc-
tion of the nearest exit of my life. 
I -
I began the school year with twenty 
girlfriends, thinking we'd be tight for-
ever, only to end with one and have the 
other 19 look me up-and-down, mea- : 
sure and w~igh the trivial worth of my : 
shoes to my hair-cot, my roe nails and • 
• the arch of my eyebrows, only to con- • 
elude that hShe thinks she ·s so cute." : 
Yes, they are right. 1 mean, if I don't, : 
who will? Whal is it abour us that makes : 
us the experts on fashion preferences, : 
hair color and weight requirements of : 
other women? I mean I' rn not here to • 
Sellano Paul Simmons: 
• judge because we're all human. Just , 
From Small Fry in ND to Top Dog in DC 
think about it. : 
I've thought about this and ii is my : By KENRYA MAUKII RANKIN 
OPINION 1hat your life is all abou1 you : Hilltop Staff Writer 
and what is on the outside is an expres- : 
sion of you. It's that simple, so why is : The tired little boy with the 
it so difficult? Lately, I've been reading • head full of hair and the easy 
essays in the Hilltop submitted by : smi le could not have been 
young women in which they say what : older than nine. He was on a 
women should be about and then go on : long trip home from Anchor-
to berate the women who deviate from : age, Alaska, and his jumpi-
this self-proclaimed standard of a real : ness showed just how anxious 
woman. Well, your standards may not • he was to get back. His moth-
• be rny standards and vice versa. What , er leaned over and whispered 
if I want 10 look like an "average girl in : that their journey was almost 
the video" every now and then? What : complete and he jumped to 
if that is really who I am? What if I want : his tennis shoe-clad feet in a 
to put weave in my hair and then wear : burst of pure excitement. 
An occasional series on 
lhe movers and shakers of 
lhe Class of 2001. 
Today: Sellano Simmons, 
HUSA President. 
it short a week later and put a few pink • "I'm so glad I'm going 
streaks in it nex1 month? Does this : home! God is at home. When 
makemelessofawomaneven iflhave : you find God you should 
the same respect for myself as a woman : never leave Him. Stay with 
who wears a business suit everyday? : Him!" the child shouted. When his mother attempted 10 quiet 
Ladies, when will we learn th,11 it is : him, his voice strained even louder, "What Morn, are you 
not about putting other women down • ashamed of God? You don't wantthese people to know you're 
for being fake or wearing too tight : a Christian?" As her son continued preaching 10 1he pa.~sen• 
clothes or being fast· it's all about you. : ger car about the virtues of 1be Lord, Sondra Saddler sat back 
knowing yourself and living up to your : quietly and looked on in awe. 
own standards of wha1 a real woman is. : Toe young man with the 1rernendous faith and gigantic 
Let the other ladies do their own thing : mouth 1hat persist to this day was Sellano Paul Simmons. 
and be their own judge of what a real • 
• woman is. More often than no1, finding , The Early Years 
your own sense of womanhood and : Sellano Paul Simmons was born in Fairballks, Alaska on Thurs-
self-expression comes through failure, : day,January 18, 1979. He lived theresurrowidcd by extended furn. 
learning from mistakes and simply pu1, : ily until abou1 the age of six, when he moved to Minot, North 
marurity. • Dakota with his mother and older brother Charles. 
• When I look in the mirror, I see : Sondra was a young mother in a new slate attempting to turn 
imperfection. I'm a little pale, cou ld • two young boys into men. To ensure that Sellano and his broLl1• 
stand to gain a few pounds in some : er got the best possible 11pbringing, she enlisted the help of her 
places and lose it in others, but other- : pastor-at 1he non-denomilla1ional Ark of Safety Minot Over-
wise, I'm all woman and my style : comers. Zion Lawrence and her husband Gary welcomed the 
reflects that I'm like no one else. Some- : family into their home and 1heir Hves and they forged a life-
times I wear my stileuos, sometimes I : long family bond. There was never a doubt in Sondra's mind 
wear sweats, but I'm still the same • that this li ving arrangemen1 was the best choice for her chil-
woman with the same respect for : dren; all that matters to her is that she was able to give herchil-
myself. Ladies, I want 10 ask you to all : dren a better life than she had. She auributes much of who her 
do something for yourselves: When : son is to his relationship with Pastor Zion. "She's his testi-
you wake up in 1he morning or before : mony," she said, "She has an awesome life in God." 
you go to bed, look in the mirror. Don't : Each of Sellano's fanuly members and longtime friends is 
compare yourself to anyone else, but • in agreement on one important fact. Sellano has always been 
find 1hat thing that sctS you apart from a "good guy." His mother remembers a kid who did nol 
anyone else. In doing this, you will find always have what other kids had, but who worked hard and 
we are all beautiful women, made from shared whatever he did have with everyone. Sellano took on 
God and a mother and father. We are his first job when he was eleven years old, working for his 
dark, light, short, tall, skinny, fat, aunt's cleaning business. He then worked through high school 
weaved, pem1ed, dread-locked, retro, at an Asian restaurant moving from dishwasher to manager 
fashion-forward, thrift-shopped, lip- during his four-year tenure. Through it all. Sellano shared his 
sticked, and wonderful, extraordinary, hard-earned money with his family. 
multi-faceted, women. In the begin- , Charles 0.0. Simmons, Sellano's 26-year-old brother who 
ning and in the end, there is nothing like : returned to Alaska, remembers Sellano as a leader from an 
us and our beauty is in our varimions. : early age. "He always talked about how he wanted to lead his 
people, even when he was young," Simmons said. 
Antonio "Tony" McCoy, one of Sellano's friends from Minor 
High School. agrees. "He always acted like a leader because 
he wanted to be ,een as a leader. When we would go places 
he would even walk in front of us like he was taking us 
around," McCoy said with a smile. He recalls that even then, 
Sellano would walk around and talk to everyone he passed. 
"He was always talking srutT. trying to get himself out there," 
he said. 
A Taste of Black Life 
While many joke abou1 the lack of Blacks in 1"1ino1, 1he sit-
uation is probably more dire than imagined. Minot, North 
Dakota has a population of more than 35,900 with African 
Americans comprising just over I% of the population. (Blacks 
total only I% of the entire state\ population as well.) Need-
less to say, Sellano did not grow up around a significant num-
ber of Blacks. and by the time he tumed 14, he was ready to 
leave home and experience life with his own people. 
The sun1mer before his freshman year he went to visit his god-
mother, Carol Osbome, in Hampton, Vrrginia. He enjoyed 1he 
experience so much that he asked to :,tay for one year and a11end 
Keeoughtan High School. There he flourished and set goals for 
his life that still affec1 the way he lives today. He vowed to get 
back to an area where his people were highly visible. 
Howard U or Bust 
Scllano's longtime girlfriend Shameka Patterson (they met 
when they were 15) is quick to 1ell how stuck Sellano was on 
attending Howard and what he was willing to do to get here. 
"I le was just a little Black kid in North Dakota, but he was 
detennined to ge1 there. It just goes to prove how passionate 
and deterrnilled he is," she said. 
Sellano had a prophecy in the sixth grade thai told him he 
could go to any college he wanted. Actually, he always want-
ed to go 10 Howard's School of Law . he didn't even know 
that the undergraduate school existed when he was young. "ln 
the fourth grade, I won a conteM for most books read by read-
ing I 00 books in a year. One of the books was about Thurgood 
Marshall, and I decided right then and there that I wanted 10 
go to Howard," Scllano said in a late night interview. 
However, it wasn't an easy joumey. He had to be brave and 
leave North Dakota even when his family tried to mlk him out 
of it He flew with one huge trunk as his only luggage and when 
he got to Minneapolis he couldn'1 find a ho1el room and was 
forced to sleep in the airport. When he got 10 the campus, he 
was told that be didn't have enough money for a room in Drew 
Hall and that be should go home unless he had "a rich uncle 
hiding somewhere." 
He refused 10 give up and went to Dr. Janice Nicholson, the 
former Vice-President of Enrollment Management, for help. 
TI1e rest is history; she got him money and a bed in room 320 
in Drew Hall. "Or. Nicholson made everything possible. God 
used her," Sellano said. 
It did not really hit Sellano that he was at Howard until after 
be had gotten his financial situation handled. "I went down-
stairs in Drew one day and there were three guys studying • 
Charles, Tommy, and Brandon • and their majors were chem-
istry, biology, and business. It was then thal I realized that there 
were actual ly Black people studying tJ1ese subjects. "I went 
10 Howard Hospital and saw Black doc1ors; I looked out my 
bedroom window and saw Black FedEx worker,,. I had never 
,~n these 1hings before. I loved our blackness. Everyone was 
smart and proud of it. l think that these are things that some 
take for granted. but I appreciate them." 
Growing Pains 
Sellnno entered Howard as a political science major, but by 
the spring kc\nester he had changed 10 legal communications 
in the ~chool of Communications. During his years at Howard, 
he has participated in several on can1pus activities. Currently, 
he serves the student body as the Howard University Student 
Association President. Sellano is also a Student Ambassador, 
he swam with the Howard University Swim Team for two 
ye,trs, was a member of the Mock Trial Team for three years, 
and worked with Champions for Chri&i 
Everyone who is close to Sellnno feels thnt attending Howard 
has been beneficial 10 his character. ''He has deepened his faith 
while there," said his matemal grandmother, Frankie Jones. 
"He has come to realize tha1 it's not what you don't have. but 
what you do with what you do have thnt mauers." 
An1wan Brown, who became close friends with Sellanodur• 
ing their freshman year and currently serves as HUSA chief 
of s1aff, agrees. "He has definitely grown closer 10 God." He 
also feels that Sellano has honed his leadership skills while 
here. "He was already a natural leader, but he has developed 
true leadership, especially over the last year." 
Sellano has not always shared 1his complete faith in his abil• 
ity 10 lead. "I held loLS of leadership positions at home. but those 
were white people. I wondered if I could lead my own peo-
ple. I always wondered 'arn I Black enough?'" 
Dr. Debyii L. Sababu Thomas, Ph.D, an Associnte Profes-
sor in the School of Communications never doubted his abil-
ity 10 lead. "Sellano is a God-fearing transcendent warrior who 
can hang with anybody. He has shown that he is a young man 
who accepts responsibility and looks for and responds 10 chal-
lenges with a level of integrity and maturity beyond his age," 
Thomas said. 
Blessings to Come 
Following graduation. Se llano plans to "go 10 sleep," After he 
has recovered from his exhausting year, he will begin law school 
in the fall. He applied to law schools at Howard and Universi-
ty of Texas at Austin, which is near his girlfriend. When asked 
where he would rather be, he answered quickly with a smirk, 
"Here, if they let me stay and raise some more hell." 
After law school, he plans 10 work on political campaigns 
that he believes in 10 prepare for his own future campaigns. 
He will also volunteer to recruit teenagers in small towns for 
college. ''Oftentimes, they just need encouragement to get out. 
No one comes to see us in small towns," he said. Ultimately, 
he plans to settle down and be a mayor or a governor. "I just 
really want to be happy with my self, with my life." 
Sellano's grandparents Charles and Frankie Jones otTer this 
advice for their grandson to ensure that he is successful in his 
future plans. "Follow God and continue 10 be a Christian leader. 
Live your life 10 the fullest each and every day, because tomor-
row is not guaranteed." 
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Battle of the Dresses 
BY J OZEN CUMMINGS 
Hilltop Slaff Wri1er 
Award shows arc more 
than just a night of celebra-
tion. The Grnmmy,, 
Oscars, and MTV 
Video/Movie Awards are 
recognized just as much for 
their fashion as 1hey are for 
the giv ing of awards. 
Nowadays, post-reports of 
these award shows are 
more about whal celebri-
lies wore than what 1hey 
won. There are 1hree rea-
sons for 1he shift in auen-
tion: Jennifer Lopez, Toni 
Braxton, and Lil' Kim. 
No1 10 single oul 1hese 
three women, after all there 
have been plenty of other 
women who have come 
with a dress jusl as provoca-
1ive, if n01 more. Who can 
forge1 what Brinney Spears 
wore at her performance 
during 1he MTV Music 
awards a year and a half 
ago. And of course we can 
Singers Toni Bn1xton(nbo1c)andJennirer Lope, 
shocked many \\ith their re,ealing gowns at ~nt 
award ~hows. 
never forget the pioneer of half-
naked clothing a1 award shows. 
Madonna. 
As a man, I of course have no 
complain1s abou1 what J-Lo came 
wi1h 10 the Oscars, or whal Toni 
Braxton comes with every year 10 
the Grammys. or what Lil Kim will 
wear on just about every awards 
show she's invited to. The question 
is why. after demanding so much 
respect. are you going to wear 
something 1hat looks like. well. lin-
gerie? 
I know these ladies want 10 
express 1hemselves and claim their 
individuality so to speak through 
the power of fashion. As atten1ion-
grabbers. these dresses do the trick. 
I think everyone was jus1 as sur-
prised as I was when Jennifer 
Lopez came wi1h a dress 1hat was 
so 1hin the cameras had to fi lm her 
from the neck up to avoid showing 
her breas1s. But, how do 01her 
women feel about how 1hese 
celebri1ies preseni themselves? 
I 
I can't help bu1 imagine how my mother reacted af1er seeing Jennifer Lopez 
on Oscar nigh1. 1 remember her being appalled at what Ms. Lopez wore a1 
1he Grammys two years ago. so I'm sure her reaction was jus1 the same after 
seeing the purple sec through. Toni Braxton. is fore,er imbedded into a friend 
ofmine's mind as "trashy". 
Why these women wear the 1hings 1hat they do is beyond me. For men. I 
don't see lhe demand in what 1hcy wear at these award shows. Maybe 
because since our proms all we bad 10 do was wear a nice black something. 
and voila! insiant GQ siatus. 
Maybe Toni Braxton knew she wasn't going to ge1 a Grammy for any 
albums,. so at leas1 she could shoot for People Magazine's Best Dressed 
award. Maybe Jennifer Lopez grew tired of all the auention toward her pos-
terior and is trying 10 tell us something with all 1he glamorizing of her cleav-
age. 1 mean the only man I can think of who came to an award show half-
naked is Marilyn Manson, bu1 I don't know of many people who consider 
him a man in 1he first place. 
For whatever the reason. whe1her it be self expression or low self-esteem. 
I guess we can alwaysexpec1 some woman to come with an outfit tha1 looks 
like a gian1 thong. As a guy I can say one 1hing; I wi ll never understand 
why 1hese woman put themselves 1hrough so much fuss abou1 their 
wardrobe, bul I. for one, wi ll always enjoy 1he end result. 
ENTERTAINMENT 
BRIEFS 
Cash Money Signs Mack 10 
West coast rapper Mack 10 recently signed a deal to record for 
Cash Money Records. ending his contract with Priority Records. 
Mack IO is scheduled to release his first album on Cash Money 
in September entitled "Bang or Ball". The New Orleans based 
label and the west coast rapper have worked together on several 
projects including the soundtracks for '·Next Friday" and ''Baller 
Bloek'n". 
Houston is Next Bond Girl 
Whitney Houston reportedly will be featured in the next James 
Bond fi lm. The actor/singer has agreed in principle to appear 
alongside Pierce Brosnan and is waiting for confinnation. Hous-
ton has starred in such films as "The Bodyguard", "Waiting to 
Exhale" and "The Preacher's Wife". The new James Bond film 
is scheduled to begin filming later this year and is scheduled to 
hit theatres in late 2002. 
Ray J Drops 2nd Album 
Singer Ray J .. brother of singer/actor Brandy Norwood, is slated 
to release his second album "This Ain't a Game" June 26th. The 
first single "Wait a Minute" features Lil' Kim. The Neptunes, Rod-
ney Jerkins, and DJ Clue contributed to the production of the 
album. 
Bow Wow Goes on Tour 
Miniature rap star Lil' Bow Wow will kick off his first head-
lining tour April 13th in Cincinnati.Ohio. The shows will be held 
on the weekend, so his young audience can attend. His debut 
album "Beware of Dog" has sold almost two million copies and 
he is featured in this month's Ebony magazine. 
Roe-A-Fella Goes Hollywood 
After last year's documentary "Backstage", Roe-A-Fella Films 
is set to return to Hollywood. Co-CEO Damon Dash hopes to 
release "Paid In Full". based on the lives of three infamous 80's 
Harlem drug kingpins by early fall. Roe-A-Fella is also gearing 
up to start production on "The Criminals". which stars Beanie 
Sigel and features the rest of 1he Roe-A Fella family. 
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Fashion 
Extremes: . -Runway vs. Reality 
By JULIUS M ARTIN 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Could 1his ever be reality or is ii jus1 a fantasy1 
As we look at the shows of fashion designers such 
as Alexander McQueen. Christian Dior. and Ver-
sace, and fashion magazines such as Vogue, Elle. 
W, Mademoiselle and Marie Claire. many times 
our eyebrows are raised with amazemenl. Some 
of 1hese designers crea1e masterpieces thal may 
be shown in 1he magazine, bm not seen in the 
s1rcets. Have you ever looked a1 a rainbow-dot-
1ed. rufficd. ga1hered. and flounced blouse or a 
leopard-prim. lace-trimmed skirt accented with 
ostrich feathers and rhinestones on 1he runway 
and wondered. "Who in 1he world could ever real-
ly wear such an extravagam creation?" The 
answer: Anybody. 
\Vhether you are an undergraduate. gradua1e stu-
deo/. faculty or s1aff member, you too, can feature 
some of the most artistic and outrageous fashions 
eitheron your way to class, work. or a nighl on lhe 
town. How you ask? I will show you how you can 
conven the fan1asy of the catwalk inlo accessible 
looks that make you feel confident. 
Designers on the runway create visual fanm~y 
through the use of make-up, hair and clothes. For 
instance. in Christian Dior's fashion show he fea-
tured fierce Ian and 1ribal markings. with exo1ic 
hairstyles, flowing straps tha1 fall to 1he ground and 
knee-high cowboy boots. Whi le Alexander 
McQueen sets 1he stage with Bad girls. wearing 
shiny patent-lea1her jackels and jeans. scalloped 
coats and shirts, S&M overcoats, skintighl lea1her 
pants and omme military jackets. Models' hair was 
bleached blond while they donned black eye make-
up. which crea1ed a strong contrast. The resul1 is. 
· a chic go1hic image. 
Many people take the runway too li1erally. II mu,1 
be broken down 10 make the elements wearable, 
and 1he ideas. relate to real li fe. Let's take Space-
Age riding gear. by John Galliano who does a full 
on theatrical equestrian costume for Chris1ian Dior 
with a semi1ransparent top, suede corse1, wrapped 
and bound skirt, and coordinated boots. Now leis 
make that into reality. Take what you need. The 
asymmetrical skirt. pulled from its original context 
takes a 1urn for 1he fabulously wearable TSE New 
York cashmere T-shirt by Hussein Chalayan. Now 
take a runway outfit of Emanuel Ungaro. His par-
allel acid-washed jeans sirongly evoke 1he mid-
eighties when worn wi1h a fringed wrap and 
skimpy halter-lop. One can tum 1hat ou1fi1 in10 real-
i1y by wearing the Ungaro jeans with a gray 
pullover by Helmut Lang. 
Leis mkc a look a1 designs by Julius Martin. On 
the runway. a black saiin knee length skirt, with 
black satin pleated leg wanners. a mink back open 
top, a pink floor length shawl, and a biker's hel-
met to add drama. The realistic version of that out-
fit is the black satin knee lcng1h skirt with a metal-
lic psychedelic gold sleeveless shirt. That is 
some1hing you could wear on campus. 10 class, 
or happy hour a1 Republic Gardens. It will defi-
nitely tum heads. Lets look at another runway oul-
fit: the me1allic silver hot pants, with a silver 
design pallern train with matching shirt. and sil-
ver pattern headdress. Leis turn that in10 reality 
of real life wear. Take the silver memllic hot pants, 
and add a black see 1hrough long waist shirt, with 
a black jersey stre1ch halter-top. Then you are 
ready 10 iake that outfit 10 the Platinum nightclub 
and turn heads in all directions. Got it? Good. You 
can be that diva tha1 you always dreamed of 
being. 
Women Tell Experiences of Stripping to Earn a Living 
By ALEXA AGUILAR & KATE MCCANN 
Daily Egyptian {Southern Illinois U.) 
(U-WIRE) CARBON~ALE. Ill. - She struts 
confiden1ly onto stage. h\r flimsy lime-green neg-
ligee flowing seduc1ively as R&B music pounds 
from 1he DJ's booth. Her hips slowly, methodically 
begin 10 sway. her hands play with her short brown 
hair as she grins al the men who are now smillen 
with 1he curvy performance. 
Unstrapping her bra, she targets 1wo men near the 
singe. She yanks a stom young man from his chair. 
pushes her 1opdown and pull s his face 10 her chest. 
When she shoves his head away playfully. she's 
nabbed a dollar bill between her breas1s. 
And so her night begins. 
For 1he past year, Donna has danced at the Play-
ers Club. 2355 U.S. Route 45 in Muddy. She start-
ed dancing IO years ago in Denver when a strip-
per friend suggested she try it. Saddled with 1he 
responsibi lity of an infant son. Donna figured it 
was a sure way 10 make fast cash. and lots of i1. 
"I was so scared the first rime. I 1u,1 cried and 
cried. I was wiping away my tears and taking tips 
at the same time.'' Donna says. "On stage I was fine 
until I had 10 take my dress off and 1hen - ugh!" 
Donna's feelings of disgusl even1ually vanished 
when she realized how much cash she had scored. 
So she kept dancing. night after nighl. raking in 
$2.000 each week. Yet she dreaded telling her par-
ents in on her newfound career choice. Donna 
remembers: "I said. 'Mom, you will never guess 
what lamdoing. l'mdancing- topless.' And she 
said. 'Donna. all I ask is tha1 you not be a whore 
and take care of my grandbaby .... 
Now. 1he savings accounts of Donna's 1wo chil-
dren justify the arduous evening, ,pent al various 
clubs in different slates. In almos1 a decade of danc• 
ing. she has secured enough 10 pu1 her 9-year-old 
son and 4-year-old daugh1er 1hrough college. 
And while Donna and the other dancers admit the 
liule club doesn'1 bring in as big a crowd as the 
flashier joints, the girls can siill nel up 10 $500 a 
night. Sure. there are nigltts when they leave with 
a measly $80 bucks. but the good nights make up 
for it. 
S1ill. s1ripping isn't all s1robe lights and fast 
cash. Deali ng with sialkers and groping cus10mers. 
dodging beer boules and insults - all can tum a 
routine performance into a frightening ordeal. 
"No way would I recommend this to someone," 
Donna said. "You have to have :, certain mentali-
ty. You have to be strong You have to be mental-
ly tough.'' 
Surprisingly, the girts· most frustrating customers 
can be women. One stripper said she was physi-
cally attacked by one who accused the dancer of 
1rying 10 seduce her boyfriend. 
"Remember we're here to work. We don't want 
your man:· said Skye. a 28-year-old mother of four. 
"We want his money." 
A large chunk of 1hat money is swallowed by the 
co,1 of black leather s1ile110 boots. pink feather 
boas. G-srring,. and sa1in lingerie. The ~iris· sex~ 
costumes can run as high as $300. 
Ten minutes umil showtime on a Thursday night. 
the pricey accessories lie scauered 1hroughou1 the 
two-Mall bathroom that serves as 1he dressing area. 
Inside these yellowed walls. 1he air is choked with 
hairspray and cigareue smoke. The girls cominu-
ously trip over rhe underwear. Marlboro packs and 
makeup tha1 liner 1he floor. As showtime creep, 
closer. 1he casual chit-chat turns 10 more pressing 
mauers. 
"Do you have any gliuer?" says one girl. 
"But 1hat's gold. No. no. I want silver." 
"Hey. wail. did you ,ee this new ou1 fi1 I got'! Girl. 
i1's adorable." 
"No. nor 1ha1, I don·1 like jus1 wearing a G-,1ring 
ou1 onto the noor." When the last leg has been 
shaved and the last toenail painted, it's time for the 
health 
fashion 
show. It's Portia's mm. She wisps oul across 1hc 
stage. seeming to eye each man wi1h devilish 
intent. Her hands flutter across her body. And 
wi1h acrobatic grace. she 1wirls around the pole, 
,tiding up and down. 
The money pours in. 
A few minu1es la1er. her song ends. The dancing 
stops. The men·s auention wanes. Ponia stops to 
find her clo1hes. before geuing dressed on stage. 
Then she plucks her money from 1he floor and 
exits. 
She makes her way to a rnble 10 res1. dain1ily sip-
ping a Coke. rubbing the brui;es on her legs - sou-
venirs from her 1rip around the pole. Portia's only 
20. so she can ·1 use alcohol 10 get her through the 
night. 
But Skye is a veteran stripper and drinks steadi-
ly be1wcen sets. Halfway in10 the evening. she 
speaks candidly abou1 the harsh reality of her 
career. 
"When I was younger I though1 it was a big old 
party," she says. "Then you gel older and the ligh1 
bums ou1. And you say hell - whai am I going 10 
do now?" 
Skye applauds the professionalism and manage-
ment of the Player's Club. But dancing still leaves 
her mentally drained and physically exhausted 
each night. when she brings home her 1ips to four 
daughters. 
"I pray ii was worth 1he night 10 dance:· she says. 
That's what each of these girls hopes - that 1he 
night brings in the kind of money they need 10 keep 
afloat. enough to \omeday move on 10 a "tradi-
1ional" lifestyle. When she retires at age 30. Skye 
hopes 10 be a firefighter. Donna wants to sell rent 
esiate. 
"We're no1 prostitutes. we're not whores," Donna 
said. "We are here to make money. One girl may 
be pulling herself through college and another 
may be supporting her kids. 
"Every girl has a differenl story.'' 
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BISON ROUNDUP 
A LOOKATTl£TOP SPORTS NEWS & EVENTS AT HOWAROANO TH: WORLD 
SPORTS BRIEFS 
GOOD MOURNING, MIAMI 
For the first time in nearly six months, All• 
Star center Alonzo Mouming was back on 
the court joined by an overwhelmingly 
supportive crowd. Mourning, returning to 
Miami's lineup for the first time since 
being diagnosed with a kidney disease 
last October, had nine points. six 
rebounds, and 19 minutes in Tuesday 
night's game against the Toro<1to Raptors. 
Photo Courresy or NBA.com •rm not just out here for a show, just lo 
Alonzo Mournin~ prove I can come back; Mourning said. 
"I'm out here to win, not just lo prove I can 
come back rrom this disease. My purpose is lo help this team win, that's 
the bottom hne," 
ANDRETTI BREAKS BOYCOTT 
Michael Andrelti, who owns a CART-record 40 victories. will enter the 
Indianapolis 500 next week for the first time since 1995. The 1991 CART 
champion and son of 1969 Indy winner Mario Andrelti is driving this sea-
son for Bany Green's new Motorola-Archipelago team. Most CART dri-
vers have boycotted Indy since Speedway president Tony George found-
ed the IRL in 1996. This year's 500 is scheduled ror May 27. 
WHITE TO ENTER DRAFT 
Charlotte rorward Rodney While, who led DMsion I freshmen in scor-
ing this season, is leaving school to enter the NBA draft. White, an hon-
orable mention All-American, averaged more than 19 points in leading 
the 49ers to the Conference USA tournament championship and the 
second round of the NCAA tournament. Cha~otte coach Bobby Lutz 
said he has been told White would be a first-round pick in June's NBA 
draft. White has not signed with an agent yet. meaning he could return 
to sehool if he changes his mind. 
ASIAN INVA-
SION 
7-fool-1Wang Zhizhi 
is in the final stages of 
securing release from 
the top m,lita,y bas-
ketball team in China 
to sign with the Dallas 
Mavericks. which 
could occur as earty 
as Thursday. Wang, i 
23, is one of the most ' 
famous basketball 1 
players in China and i 
he's likely to be fol- !,,,, 
J'ho10 by Zhao Ying,in Xinhu.a. AP lowed this year or 
Wuni: Zlli Zhi next by 7-6 center 
Yao Ming, 20, as the l 
first two Asian players in the NBA Both already have endorsement coo- i 
tracffyts with Nike ands are reFcaivi~g eithbaer repbaresek ntabation
II18
o
I 
r advice from Bill ·:i-
Du Associates, a an ranosoo- sed s et ent agency. 
·u·s a bonanza for tho league,· says Billy Hunter, head of the NBA Play-
ers Association. ·1 understand eaeh is highly skilled and capable. The fact 
that they can play can only help increase the NBA's popularity and visi-
bility throughoul Asia.· Last week, Wang sewed up a sixth consecutive 
national bile for the Bayi Rockets. his CUll8nl team. 
If NBA attorneys approve his contract, Wang could be on a plane as soon 
as Thursday. He'd sign a 2-yeardeal that would earn him the rookle sala,y 
minimums of $316,969 the first year and $423,510 the second. 'This is 
hard to believe: says Wang, whose parents are both f0m1er national bas-
ketball stars and stand at more than 6 feet. "I'm so proud of myself to rep-
resent China this way: 
GRIFFEY 
GROUNDED 
Ken Griffey Jr. will miss 
the rest of spring train-
ing because of a pulled 
hamstring and is unsure 
whether he will play on 
Opening Day. Doctor 
1imothy Kremchek said 
it's too early to tell 
whether Griffey would 
miss any regular-sea-
son games. ·we·re not 
looking at putting him Ken Griffc),Jr. 
on the disabled list," 
Photo by Don Frazier. AP 
Kremchek said. Griffey stumbled as he rounded third base while t,ying 
to score on a single Monday against Kansas City. Teammates had to 
help him off the field. 
MARCH MADNESS SPREADS 
II you think Final Four coaches and players are under pressure, try gel• 
ting a Ud<et for the games. Monday and Tuesday. Brown's off,ce sold Mary-
land's allotment of 4,500 tickets at the rate of one every seven seconds. 
But besides the demands or Maryland supporters, people in Brown's posi-
tion also become an around-the-clock target fer scalpers. The so-called 
ticket-brokering business quickly identifies administrators who will handle 
NCAA tournament tickets, and then the pestering begins. 
Because Maryland is the only school making a first-lime Final Four 
appearance this year, Brown's staff probably will get the most attention 
from scalpers, some offering as much as $6,000 a ticket. To add to the 
madness, ticket applications for the 2002 NCAA men and women's Final 
Fours are available. The Men's Final Four is March 30 and April 1 al the 
Georgia Dome in Atlanta. 1ici<ets are $122 and$102 andgOOd for all three 
games. The Women's Final Four is March 29 and 31 at the Alamodome 
in San Antonio. 1ickets are $122 and $92 and good for all three games. 
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smrKE ZONE 
March Madness continues for nearby University 
of Maryland, College Park. ON PO-INT: Track your favorite MEAC team at 
www. meacs arts.com.· Get the 
latest stats and.news about all the 
Story on 84 
W&K 
Uconn uets set to meet Notre Dame for Ule Ullnl Ume conference teams. ·. 
tills season In women·s flBal Four. B4 
Lady Bison Look 
to the Future 
By BRANDON M. BICKERSTAFF 
Sports IVee~ Editor 
Chanell Washington foughl back tear, as she 
watched the final seconds in her career as a Howard 
University Lady Bison tick away. Despite her team-
leading 20-point perfonnance. Howard had just 
been ousted from the first round of the NCAA Tour• 
nament with a I 00-61 loss to Iowa State in Ames. 
IA March I6. It was the Bison's founh tournament 
bid in school history, and Washington's second in 
her career al Howard. However, this year's bid was 
special for both Washington, who is the team ·s lone 
senior. and the University. For Washington, rhe loss 
to Iowa State signaled the end. For the rest of the 
Lady Bison, it was just the beginning. 
Howard (21-10) has high hopes for the future of 
a Lady Bison team that surpri,;ed many. including 
lcams in the MEAC. During a slightly tumultuou, 
season, Howard scrapped and fought 10 its ninth 
MEAC tournament tit le with a 63-44 win over 
Delaware State and Washington earning Touma-
ment MVP honors. 
Howard's season began on a low note when Ihe 
university fired former head coach Sanya Tyler in 
September. alleging Tyler. who had coached at 
Howard for 20 years. violated university policy. 
With just over a month until the s1ar1 of the season, 
Howard hired Cathy Parson to lake over Ihe embat-
tled program. 
P!,c,co b) Marl. Cokm:m 
The Lad) DiM>n "ere eliminated from the fir~I round of lhe NCAA Toumaml~nl b) the lo"a Stale C'.>dones ,1an·h 16 
inAm~IA. 
Parson. who previously coached aI Christopher 
Newpon College and was interim coach for the 
WNBA's Washington Mystics. was presented with 
a Howard team that had not been to the tournament 
since 1998. Prior to Jhe>tan of the season. Ihe Bison 
were picked to finish second behind Hampton in the 
regular season. Yet, with a new system a., well as 
a few fresh faces. Howard was able 10 clinch the 
MEAC regular season championship 10 eam a top 
seeding in the MEAC toumament. Journey to the Tourney 
Lady Bison Tournament Bid Cut Short by Cyclones 
Employing a swarming full-coun defensive press. 
Howard was able to punish opponents who lried Jo 
keep up with itS fast-paced style. Asa rerun. Howard 
wa, Ii fth in the r.ation in scoring; averaging just 
over 83 points a game. Howard also boasted the 
nation ·s leading rebounder in junior center Andrea 
Gardner ( 14.4 rebounds per game). and fre,hman 
By BRANDON M. BrCKP.RSTAff 
Spons Week Editor 
A dream trip to the NC.-\A Toumamenl quickl> 
tumed into a nightmare in Ames. IA. as the No. 15 
seed Lady Bison were ousted by second-seeded 
Iowa State in the Midwest Region's fir.,1 round wi1h 
a 100-61 defeat in front of 11,462 al the Hilton Col• 
iseum. 
Iowa State·s trnnsition game and inside play proved 
too much for Howard (2 1-10). as the L1dy Cyclones 
outscored the Bison 46-18 inside the pain1 and 26• 
5 off of tumovers. 
The L1dy Cyclones jumped out to an early 4-0 lead 
before Asia Pc11y scored on a layup and a Ihree-
pointcr to give Ihe Bison a ,hon-lived 5-4 lead. Lind-
sey Wilson answered with a Ihrce-poin1er for Iowa 
State to recapture a 7-4 lead and spar~ a 12-6 run. 
The game got away from the Bison a~ Angie Welle 
scored two of her 16 first half points out in transi-
tion to ignite a 16-4 run Jo make it 32-15 with just 
under seven minure., remaining in the liN half. 
Welle finished with a game-high 23 points and ,hot 
7-8 from the field in lhe first half. During the stretch 
Howard turned the ball over six times. resulting in 
five Iowa SrnIe layups. 
Down by 17. Petty nailed her second three-point-
er on the night to bring the Bison within a 32- 18 
defici1. Then senior Chanell Washing1on was fouled 
on a fast break layup. Washington converted the 
three-poi111 piny Jo give Howard its final points of 
the half. Iowa Srnte ended on a 17-0 nm in the final 
five minutes of the half 10 race out to a 51-21 half-
time advantage. Iowa State scorched the nels in the 
first half. shooting a red-hot 70 percent from the field 
See To11ma111e111, 84 
guard Essence Coggin;. who mnked 19•• in ,teal,. 
The Bison were dealt another blow when fre;h-
men Shauna Ruglass and Laurn Askew were 
declared ineligible due 10 academics. Suddenly. 
Howard was reduced to just nine active player,. on 
its roster with more than half the season remaining. 
That number dropped to eighI when stan,ng gunrd 
Nicole Jackson spent a five-game stint out wiIh an 
ankle injury. 
Still the Bi,on overcame obslaclcs 10 put the 
school into the national spotlight. eaming a 15'" 
seeding m the lournamen1·~ Midwest re~ion. 
Despite the loss. Howard's appearance in the Iour-
nament. as well as its perfomiance during the ,ea-
See F11111re, 8./ 
Losing Skid Continues, Bison Fall to GWU 
By ELE!NA B ERGERON 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
11,e Bison baseball team conIinued a Jhineen-game 
slide. losing both games in a wet Tuesday double-
header against cross-town rival George Washing1on 
9-0 and 7-2. A rainstom1 amplified the combination 
of wild pitching and fielding errors that has been a 
problem for the Bison so far this season. 
Lefl-hander Mike Hughes (4 IP. 5 H, 6 ER. SK) 
struggled early in the first game. loading the bases 
on two walks and a hit batter. Colonial LF Dan Rouhi-
er then picked up two of his five RB l's on a double 
10 the right field wall that put George Washington up 
3-0 in the first. Rouhier, who wenI 2 for 4 on the day. 
crushed a three-nm bomb over the lefl-ficld wall in 
the third to make it 6-0. 
Afler a 30-minute rain delay in the middle of the 
fif1h, the field was nol the only thing left sloppy. 3B 
Richard Harris muffed the throw to first on a routine 
grounder to put Rouhier on base, and DH Jeff Fer-
Ii11a singled off reliever Erik Causey ( I JP. 2 H. 3 R). 
Harris' second error of the inning sent Rouhier home 
and Causey surrendered a two-out double to CF 
Tony Dokoupil to give the Colonials three run,. all 
unearned. 
Head Coach Jimmy Williams showed concern over 
his team ·s lacklus1er play of late. 
"We need to make routine plays;· said Williams. "lf 
we're going 10 have any success against [conference 
teams] then we have to make routine plays because 
right now. they're swinging the bat and pitching beI-
ter than us." 
Bison bats thot were silenced in the lirsr game by 
a combined two-hit. seven K effort by Colonial 
pitching came 10 life in the second game of the after-
noon. 1B Reggie Adams knocked a towering solo 
shot to left center to lead off Ihe second inning. Fresh-
man C Omar Shakoor then smashed a triple to the 
right field wall and scored on LFDave Durand's sac-
rifice ny. 
Bison fielding errors led to another big George 
Washington inning in the 3rd. Colonial CF Tony 
Brown began the inning with a wlo homerun off RHP 
Dwight Fortune (4 2/3 IP, 5 H. 4 ER). 2B Travis 
Crowder then reached on an c:1>y grounder through 
I B Reggie Adams: legs. Fonune walked the next 
bauer and his wild pitch put borh runners in scoring 
position. An errant throw to first by SS Byron 
Espinales allowed both runners to score. Feni11n's 
RBl double capped off the four-run inning that put 
the Colonials up 4-2. 
Fonune began to show signs of wear ,n the fifth 
inning. as George Washington put the game out of 
the Bison's reach. After striking out lhe firs1 baller, 
Fonune walked the next two ballers and threw :moth-
er wild pitch to put runners on the comers. Fonune 
easily handled C Jeff Fenit1a's groundom unassist-
ed, conceding" run. but was replaced by LHP Erik 
Causey after beaning his third Colonial of the day. 
Causey gave up an RBI double to right 1h:1t sent the 
Colonials to 7-2 buI got RF Tony Brown 10 ground-
out 10 second to end the inning. 
The Ultimate Sacrifice 
Athletes Make Sports Top 
Priority During Spring Break 
By AUCIA JOHNSON 
Hi lltop Staff Writer 
While millions of college students headed for the trop-
ical beaches of Cancun, Jamaica. and Fon Lauderdale, 
some Howard athletes headed to practice. 
During spring break, countless athletes remained on 
Howard's campus or on the road in competition. Such 
is the price dedicaIed athletes pay. 
When individuals opt 10 play spons in college they 
are not only dedicating their bodies 10 their respective 
spons but nlso their hearts, souls. and time. As a result. 
activities Jlrnt athletes once panicipated in must be aban-
doned for the ultimate goal. Nykia Spells, a gradual-
ing senior on the track team said, " I feel it's unfortu• 
naIe that I cannot gel the full spring break experience." 
Spells says. ·'However, I know that it is all in prepara-
tion for success on lhe track and that\ the sacrifice I've 
commilled myself to making." 
Spring break gives athletes the opportunity to work 
on specific problem areas as well improve their per• 
formance in competition. A week of practice could 
make the difference between a winning or losing sea-
son: commitment becomes incredibly imponant. 
Another reason aIhleIes remain on campus is respon-
sibility. Games and competitions were still scheduled 
during the break and all schools were expecled to par-
ticipate. 
''(We gave) our athletes a couple of days off," says 
Coach Michael Merritt of the track and field team. "Bui 
in order to stay sharp in compelition we need to prnc-
tice .. . if athletes don't show up then Ihey don't belong 
See Sacrifice, 84 
Phom by Marl Coleman 
Many alhleles continued com)X'lilion through lhe 
bpring recess.. 
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MaryL'Uld cooch Gary \Villian-.s and hl~trom ha\'e h.'ld to deal with the instant ~~ucntion jt.tlncd frorn rmclUng the Final Four for the first tirne 
in school history. Mary:Uld nill fuce.Ouke f~r the fourth time lhisse--.ason tomorrow. 
Maryland Meets the Press, Learns to Live 
with Final Four Hoopla 
By JOSH MITCHELL. 
Tbe Diamondback (U. Maryland) 
(U-WIRE) COLLEGE PARK, Md. -Junior Byron 
Mouton couldn '1 believe what he heard when he called 
home this weekend. 
Citizens of Rayne. LA are planning on naming a street 
after the Maryland men's basketball forward and estab-
lishing a "'Byron Mouton Day," all in honor of their 
favorite son. 
Mouton and his teammates are dealing with 1he 
instant celebrity status that comes with being the 
first team in school history lo advance 10 the Final 
Four. The Terps (25-10). who defcmed top -seeded 
Stanford Saturday in the NCAA tournament's West 
Regional final. play Duke (33-4) at approximately 
8:20 p.m. this Saturday in Minneapolis. 
"The first thing I did was call my mom," Mouton said. 
"She's like a movie star. She says all these people came 
up to her and said. We did it! We did it!' She's like. What 
did wedo?" ·• 
The Terps returned to campus Sunday morning from a 
two-week trip that included stops in Boise, Idaho, and 
Anaheim, Calif., where they swept through four NCAA 
tournament games and picked up their first regional 
championship. After taking Sunday off to catch up on 
sleep, the team began preparing for Duke Monday. 
The team was greeted by an army of media members. 
About 75 reporters and photographers swarmed the court 
in Cole Field House to talk to players before their after-
noon practice. 
"You try to expect how hectic it will be, but there's no 
way to know ii.·· coach Gary Williams said at a press con-
ference Monday in the Student Union. "It's a great feel-
ing. It's great 10 be busy this week for the first time in my 
coaching career. I wouldn "t trade this experience for any-
thing right now." 
The Terps have a daunting task ahead of them. Duke. 
• cine 
making its 13th Final Four appea.rnnce. has defeated 
them twice in three games this season. though both loss-
es were by I wo poi nls. 
Saturday·s game has the potential to be a classic. The 
teams· previous meetings were all memorable. and this 
time a trip to Monday"s national title gan1e will be on the 
line. Michigan State and Arizona will play in the other 
semifinal at 5:42 p.m. Saturday in the Metrodome. 
The atmosphere will be similar to what the Terps expe-
rienced in the ACC 1ournan1ent al the Georgia Dome three 
weeks ago. A large crowd will pack the Me1roclome. and 
millions will watch the game on CBS. 
Monday the Terps got a taste of their newfound celebrity, a.s 
reporters from national publications such as 1bc New York 
Tunes and USA Today peppered 1hem with questions. 
"It's bearable just because of 1he circumstances:· said 
senior center Mike Mardesich. who was cornered by a 
pack of reporters .u one point. "If i1 were preseason 
media day. I'd be tired of talking:· 
Sophomore guard Drew Nicholas was sining in math 
class Monday when students asked him questions like. 
"Do you get a ringr' and "When do you leave?'" 
"Prob.lbly the funniest thing is when somebody comes up 
to you and starts talking. and you don"t know them:· said 
Nicholas. the team's backup point guard. 'Ths woman came 
up to me as I was walking here and she said, 'I was there on 
Saturday. I watched you guys play: I'm just looking at her 
like, 'How much do you know about basketball?" " 
Forward-center Chris Wilcox has a much different per-
spective than bis teammates. As the team ·sonly freshman, 
he· s never even experienced an NCAA tournament before. 
let alone a Final Four. 
When he called home after Sarurcl1y 's game. the North Car-
olina native could hardly hear his mother on the phone. 
"People were hollering," Wilcox said of the group of 
friends and family that gathered 10 watch the regional final 
at a restaurant in hometown Raleigh. '"This is a big jump 
in my life. I'm Jelling ii sink in." 
PRESENTS A 
SPECIAL ADVANCE SCREENING 
From the producing learn of 1'Deuce Bigalow" and "Big Daddy" 
DAVID SPADE 
TRAILER TRASH 
WIGWEARIN' 
ACID WASH 
JEAN LOVIN' 
ROCK CONCERT 
T-SHIRT SPORTIN' 
H 0 
FREE MOVIE POSTERS 
Monday, April 2 
6:30 PM 
Cramton Auditorium 
Checkout 
CINEMAX.com 
for a chance to win a 
portable DVD player 
or other great prizes) 
Pick up FREE passes at 
Cramton Box Office 
Pl"-.itedby 
HOGA/I 
........ ..... 
Ottice of Student Activities / 
Cramton Auditorium 
Cyclones Whisk Howard from Tournament 
From Tour11amen1 
and 46 percent from behind the arc. 
Andrea Gardner was held to just 1wo points on J-for-5 
shooting in the first half and managed to grab just three 
rebounds. Gardner. the nation·s leading rebounder, fin-
ished with 19 points and eight boards in the losing effort. 
"At halftime ! just had to reevaluate myself," said Gard-
ner. "I had to say to myself, •rm Andrea Gardner, I have 
to play my game.· In the second half. I played my game.·• 
Despite the seemingly easy victory. Welle recognized 
what teams in Howard"s conference have known the entire 
season. 
''They were all over the place." Welle said. ''They are 
ball hawks . .. definitely the most aggressive team we've 
seen all season." 
"We did the best we could against a superior team.'' Par-
son said. "'They were outrunning us in the open floor. 
They just didn ·1 miss a beat. .. 
With the victory, Iowa State advanced to the second 
round against Florida Stale. 
"I" m proud of 1be team," said Cyclones Head Coach Bill 
Fennelly. This was a game everyone thought we should 
win. Some11mes you lend to take these games for grant-
ed,•but (the Cyclones) had that sense of urgency early.'' 
Iowa State became just the third team to score IOOpoinls 
on the Bison this season. something Cyclones coach Bill 
Fennelly had not hoped for. 
"'Actual ly, I was hoping that we wouldn"t (score 100)."" 
said Fennelly. "You never want to do that to a team. Sure, 
the fans like to see it happen, but you never want to run 
up the score. Sometimes it jusl happens in the flow of the 
game.'' 
Washington led the Bison with 20 points in her final 
game for Howard. Petty scored 12 points and grabbed 
eight rebounds. 
Five players scored in double digits for the Cyclones. 
Erica Haugen dished 11 assists and posted five steals for 
Iowa State. 
UConn Heads to St. Louis, Final Four 
By C H RIS K ULF.NYCH 
The Daily Campus (U. Connecticut) 
(U-WIRE) PITTSBURGH - For the past two 
months, Sue Bird has spent the bulk of her free time scour-
ing the Internet. checking up on how the national media 
rated her team's chance at a repeat without its top two 
players lost for the season with injuries. 
"She talks to a thousand people every day and she had 
never seen their faces," Geno Auriemma said. "'They go 
by stupid names with a bunch of alphabet letters on them 
and they talk about us. And the she comes back at prac-
tice and says 'whoo, do you know what I heard?"" 
Auriemma said he would just brush off Bird"s dis-
counting reports each day at practice. Her teammates 
didn"t. To them it was a little mo1iva1ion. 
On Monday night in Pittsburgh. they all got another 
chance to prove those doubters wrong. 
The answer was loud and clear. 
No Svet. No sweat. No Shea. Yes way. 
See you in St. Louis. 
Diana Taurasi scored 17 points and grabbed IO rebounds 
and Tamika Williams added I 8 points and IO rebounds 
as the Huskies routed Louisiana Tech 67-48 10 advance 
to their second straight Final Four and a third showdown 
this season with Noire Dame. 
"A lot of people doubted us," Bird said. "After you lose 
two All-Americans, I think a lot of other teams would 
have folded. You hear things. You read things in the news-
paper. Everyone was a.~king whether we could do ii or 
not." 
Against the Lady Techsters they showed it all. 
"Ir"s hard for me to put this into words," Auriemmasaid. 
''These guys have been through so much this season and 
it's just remarkable how they just keep coming back 
stronger and stronger. rm just happy to be coaching them 
right now. rm so proud of them." 
And for the second s1raigh1 game. with his two most 
experienced players in street clothes, it was his freshman 
sensation Taurasi that stole the show, following up a 24-
point performance against N .C. State Saturday with her 
first double-double of the season. 
·'The game of women ·s basketball has not seen a play-
er like Diana al her size who can shoot the ball the way 
she can and loves to pass the way she can:· Auriemma 
said. "When you first see her in a room. she's not the first 
person you would pick out as the player she is. Bui she 
is a lot better than she looks."" 
Swin Cash added IO points and eight rebounds and Bird 
chipped in with nine points. 
Ayana Walker led the Lady Techsters with 15 points and 
13 rebounds. 
In a game UConn never trailed, the Huskies led by as 
many as 12 points midway through the half. 
Louisiana Tech cul the margin to five with two minutes 
to play in the half. but a pair of late Taurasi layups. includ-
ing a baseline drive al the first-half buzzer. gave the 
Huskies a 37-24 lead al halftime. 
'"That was a crucial pan of 1he game," Cash said. "We 
knew they were going to make a couple of runs and we 
just bad to hold our ground." 
After halftime, the Taurasi Show continued. 
The Lady Techs1ers cut the UConn lead to nine at 43-
34 on a Walker layup with 14:24 to play. 
Bui after a pair of free throws by Kennitra Johnson. 
Tauras/ scored eight straight points in just over a minute 
- including a pair of three-pointers - that brought the 
lead back up 10 15 and all but ended a chance at a 
Louisiana Tech comeback. 
''The 1wo threes that ·D· hit were huge:· Bird said. "I 
don't want to say that was the nail in the coffin. but it real-
ly was. The more you play. the more you realize when 
teams are going to fold and I think after those threes, that 
was it. I knew we were going to win." 
"I thought if we could stay with them until the I 0-minute 
mark we had a chance at the upset," Louisiana Tech head 
coach Leon Barmore said. "And ii would have been the 
biggest upset in the world. Bui we thought if we could 
keep ii close until then. we had a shot. Bur we couldn't."" 
The Huskies would not look back, extending their lead 
10 as much as 21 and going on :o the 19-point win. 
"'I' rn speechless:· said Taurasi. who was named East 
Regional Most Outstanding Player. ·Tus is awesome. 
I've never been to a Final Four. bur now I'm going. I'm 
excited." 
While Taurasi controlled the game in the second half 
from the perimeter, Williams and Swin Cash took care of 
Louisiana Tech inside. 
Coming into the game. Auriemma admitted he was con-
cerned with the match-up problems that Takeisha Lewis, 
who scored 27 points in Tech's semifinal win against Mis-
souri, and rest of the Lady Techsters' post players pre-
sented UConn in the paint. 
•·1 didn't know whether or not we could con rain lheir big 
guys inside." Auriemma said. "Bur all day everyone was 
telling me ·you just don't understand that our post play-
ers are really good defensively. You might now think so 
because you are so close to them but they are really good 
defensively and they"ll do a great job.'" 
On Monday night they earned that praise, forcing 
Louisiana Tech ·s frontcourt into rushed shot after rushed 
shot. and holding Lewis into just five points on 3-of-l 5 
shooting from the floor. 
That effort. and a linle help from their newest star, land• 
ed the Huskies in the Final Four for the third time in seven 
years. 
"Last year was our first Final Four and we were just 
happy to be in i1," Cash said. '"This time we're excited 
bur we know we aren"t done yet." 
Next stop - Arch Madness and a third meeting with 
the Fighting Irish. 
Time to prove those Internet critics wrong yet again. 
"We don't care who we've lost," Taurasi said. "We have 
enough players to still go all the way. We haven·1 taken 
any. pressure off since they left and we certainly aren't 
going to do it now." 
Lady Bison 
Look to 
Future 
Howard Athletes Sacrifice Spring 
From F11t11T't' 
son. has garnered much interest 
and attention. 
'"This has shown that we can play 
and compete." said Howard inter-
im ath letic director and senior 
women ·s administrator Sondra 
Norrell-Thomas. "People already 
know about Howard academical-
ly, but now they know about 
Howard's athletic program as 
well.'' 
With the end of the season. Par-
son expects her team to perform 
even better next year. 
''I'm not gonna hang my head 
right now."' said Parson about the 
loss to the Cyclones. 'Tm pleased 
we got to this level. The future is 
bright. With (the return of some 
key players and arrival of new 
recruits) we will be a different 
team, a better team. 
"We're believing we're gonna 
be back and when we come back 
we're gonna be better." 
Since a school receives no finan-
cial reward for its women's team 
making the tournament other than 
travel expenses, recognition is a 
crucial part of the tournament 
experience. 
"We get something better than 
money:· said Norrell-Thomas. 
"We get the chance to represent 
Howard University." 
From Sacrifice 
out here." 
To many Howard athletes. giving up spring break is a minor sacrifice. It is 
just another part of the commitment that athletes make. Dedication is the main 
attribute Howard athletes must have. Senior broadcast journalism major and 
track athlete Chris Ezell says, "In order for me to make ii to the 2004 Olympics 
I must give up everything." 
Graduating senior Karla Johnson slates. "I made 1rnck a priority and by 
accepting their [Howard's] scholarship I must honor my obligation by sacri• 
ficing my spring break."" 
However. some Howard athletes do not enjoy giving up their vacation. Toni 
Conrad of the track team refused to give up her break. Many other athletes 
may share the same sentiment. bur fear of repercussions kept them at prac-
tice. 
Sacrifice is the main expectation placed upon dedicated athletes when par-
ticipating in college sports. Athletes in all sports must forfeit much of their 
vacation time to training. Hard work is no stranger 10 these athletes who have 
worked tirelessly to get to this level. For the talented especially. college is 
just the first step towards greater accomplishments. 
Chari Chester of the lacrosse team believes giving up spring break. "comes 
with the territory.'" Chester says. "It's expected of you when you compete on 
a Division I level." 
As some of the seemingly more fortunate Howard students created lifelong 
memories with their experiences during Spring Break 200 I. dedicated Howard 
athletes endured practice and playing, knowing their efforts would be reward-
ed on the field of competilion. 
Write for Sports Week 
Call Brandon at 806-6866 
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CHOCOLATEOAR oc;:MAIL.COM 
'O GET ON VIP GUEST LIST. 
FAEE G-1 11:30 
ZEI 
CLUB 
· GRAND OPENING THURSDAY APRIL::srH 
Disk/Jockey %DY* Amount/serving %DY* 
Headlining Dj 
Nutrition 
Facts 
g~~r;: g:;~i@~~pril 05 "PTilece•MCak•e'1Y To u Ch 
Proper Dress Code , 
is a must. (TommyBoy Records) "The Greatest DJ" 
Free Drinks 10-11 :30 
Call For Yip Info: 
202.270.4344 
Promotions By: 
Prornoholics, 
UptownEntertainment 
Resident Dj 
DJ Analyze -main floor Featuring Cat Primus 
-Reggae Room- SELEKTA LION 
Shuttles Leaving From· Shuttle leaving from HU quad 
• every 1/2 hour after 9:30 
Howard University, Trinity University: maingate 
. . , • . ·.. ! . ; • 
. . . 
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Sunday, 1st 
APRIL FOOL'S DAY! 
Lakita Garth continues her symposium on "The 
Naked Truth About Sex, love ol'ld Relationships" 
ot the HU School of Business Auditorium at noon. 
R&B/Jazz songstress Rachelle Ferrell performs 
compositions from her latest album "Individual-
ity (Con I Be Me?)," at Blues Alley, 1073 Wiscon-
sin Ave. NW. ot 8 p.m. and 10p.m, For informa-
tion. coll 202-337-4141. 
FRIDAY, MARCH 30, 2001 
Calendar~hereto gc> and what to do! 
<<Ginuwine will be performing at Nation on the 5th! 
Friday, 30th 
Go-go at HU! This free concert, sponsored by the Commission 
of Arts and Humanities, is at Cromton Audilonum, 2400 Sixth St. 
NW, features go-go founder and legend Chuck Brown, Moleni-
um Bond and Row Groove, from 6p.m. to 8p.m. That's right-FREE! 
For information, coll 202-806-7194. 
You've seen her on Politically Incorrect. MTV's Sex In The 90's, 
Salty Jesse Raphael. Mentel W1llioms, Vogue and Cosmo-now 
see her at HU! lokilo Garth hosts "The Naked Truth About Sex. 
love and Relationships," at !he HU School of Business Auditorium 
ot 7p.m. 
Jazz artist Abbey Uncoln performs live at !he Kennedy Center, 
2700 F SI. NW, at 7:30p.m. Tickets ore $27. For information. coll 
202-467-4600. . 
March 30th - April 5th 
Saturday, 31 st 
DON'T FORGET - SET YOUR CLOCKS FORWARD ONE HOUR TONIGHT! 
It's not Spring until the Cherry Blossom Parade! The festivities get under-
way today starting of 9:30 o.m. near the Washington Monument. 15th St. 
and Constitution Ave. NW. with on array of Hoofs. marching bonds and 
other cherry blossom-related madness. If you wont to make sure you hove 
a place to sit. you con pay $14 for a grandstand spot; otherwise. stand 
and watch for FREE. For information, coll 202-728-1137. 
Professional actors give the premiere of a local young playwright's new 
production. "Holy Ghosts", at Meridian Hill Porl<, 16th Sf. and Florido Ave. 
NW, at 2p.m. A reception across the street in the Josephine Buller Porl<s 
Center Ballroom follows this performance. 
Tuesday, 3rd 
Wet;lnesday, 4th 
Monday, 2 nd 
See the first lady of song os you never 
hove before ot the Smithsonian's Notional 
Museum of American HislOI)', 14th St. and 
Constitution Ave. NW. Artist Hermon 
Leonard's exhibit features six evocative pic-
tures of the legendary Bio Fitzgerald through 
Aplil 25. It's FREE! For information, coll 202-
357-2700. 
It's Tension Tuesday at D.C.'s Finest Bar 
& Grill, 900 U St. NW, starting at 6p.m. Sign-
up for the open-mic or listen to The Dynam-
ic Duo and enjoy the drink specials. Cover 
is $5 otter 8pm. For information. coll 202-
605-8700. 
The Corcoran Gallery of Art. 500 17th St. NW, 
celebrates the legacy of African-American paint-
ings. sculpture and photography through on 
exhibit featuring the worl<s of Joshua Johnson. Biz-
obeth Cotlefl, Gordon Porks and Jacob 
Lawrence running through Aplil 18. For informo• 
lion, coll 202-639-1700. 
Thursday, 5th 
R&B slnger Ginuwine was "So Anxious" to come bock to D.C. that he's per• 
forming tonight at Notion. 1015 Half St. SE. Doors open at 7p.m. and tickets ore 
$ I 0. For information. coll 202-554-1500. 
Put Your Event In the Calendar, Call Ginger@ 
202.806.6866 
The Entrepreneurfal Society presents its 1st Annual Fashion Show, "F.E.V A. Fash-
ion. Elegance with a Vibrant Altitude." in the Armour J. Blackbum Center Ball-
room at 7p.m. Get there eor1y for the FREE food end FREE giveaways. 
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RENEE _ZELLWEGER COLIN FIRTH AND HUGH GRANT 
BRIDGET JONES'S DIARY 
Uncensored. Uninhibited. Unmarried. 
lllr.llLIX lffl/ u.r~ l'iUL lfrJ Sllim\~ ,,m YttliijN~ llllI - Rlli[ MIWffifll lllllN m. HIM:R &111rui.:a JJl!S'S olW JIM Bll!Wllfhl GIMILI 1~~ - ll!BM MY/wlJil 1.11A ll\lSIN 
1 f,I/JIU OOiU g fJllWI IIIMWG .:m IL'U~ ■ IMJ~'IGllll/il.lmlN :M l!ll'ro!RIH IM RIIB:ld: ,:! 11111 llltfil1' •f Ill~ lllllllNS.l.l!RlW Ill.~~• DO OJRl?i 
···~·· I'' !ltJ:t:) -e- 1&-~g 1 .. ~llllBMHR[l!UHffi J!W!Wif.Wn~,m\'l!MWJ:Ul8f =a lr.2 .. ,rn,,.. •• ~,- [ T JUt?3 
·-- -- · bridg~onedlry..msn.com ---••11•-
From the makers of "Four Weddings and a Funeral " & "Notting Hill" 
You are invited to a Special Screening of Bridget Jones's Diary 
Sponsored by 
VISA® Date: Tuesday, April 3, 2001 Time: 7:00 p.m. 
Location: Cramton Auditorium a 
It's EverywhereYouWantTo Be.• Students may pick up passes at the Cramton Box Office. 
.•·-
"',,. 
.. • 
.. 
: '• 
Admission is free/ Please arrive early/ 
SeatinA is available on a first-come. first-served basis w ith oass holders admitted f irst. 
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All HILLTOPICS 
are due, paid in full, 
the Monday before 
publication date. 
Announcements by 
campus organizations 
for meetings, seminars 
or nonprofit are 
charged as individuals 
adver tising for the 
purpose of announcing 
a service, buying or 
selling are charged 
$5 for the first 20 words 
and $1 for every 
additional five words. 
Local companies are 
charged $10 for first 20 
words and $2 for every 
5 words thereafter .. 
Personal ads are $2 for 
the first 10 words and 
$1 for every additional 
5 words. 
ANNOUNCEMENT 
ROUGH WEEK? 
JESUS WILL LJFT YOU UP! 
BIBLE STUDY. 
EVERY THURSDAY 
BLACKBURN CENTER 
ROOMS 148-150, 7:30 PM 
SPONSORED BY REJOYCE IN 
JESUS CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP 
FRIDAY, MARCH 30, 2001 
Compucer Science, English, or Spanish. PERSONALS 
Applicancs muse have a 2.33 1---..::..:===,;;.;.==:._--~ 
or better GPA. 4 .J.l ,OO 
SIS00.00 plus fu ll room and board. Ab. Khu lll 
Applications are available: Congra1ula1es His 1\vins 
Howard UniversicyTRIO Programs 7.J.l -0I and g.J.l.01 
Undc,graduace Library Room L-41 Ab II and Khu II 
(202) 806-5132 in My Heart 
WWW ANO SOFTWARE SALES 
Gikuuri Software, a corporace web 
development and sofiware company, 
is looking for a part•time sales person 
10 sell our web sice design services and 
software produces. llourly wage 
plus commission. Average sale around 
S40k. Candidace muse be good on the 
phone, energetic, have their own 
compucer and detail oriented. 
Send resume 10 maroa@gikuuri.com 
and reference The Hilllop. 
An excellent ECONOMIC opponunity 
is available for the scudent looking 10 
c.'\m subsumtial auxiliary income!!! 
You can generate money for yourself & 
Uecn in My I food 
Congratulations 10 the Newly Selected 
2001·2002 Executive Board Members of 
Student Ambassadors 
Derek Kindle. Chairman 
James Westbrooks. Vice Chairman 
Erika Barnes, Direccor of Fiscal Affairs 
Avionc Brown, Director of 
Public Relations 
Rashadd Hines, Direccor of 
Internal Affairs 
Roilyn Graves, Director of Records 
Jonathan C. Sims, Director of 
Special Events 
Vallyn Smith, Director of 
Programming & Scheduling 
Student Ambassadors: Leaders of 
today, prepared for tommorrow! 
family in your hometown while you're 1-------------~ 
away in school. We are looking for 
students from: Cleveland, Detroit, 
Seattle, Baltimore, Houston, 
New Orleans, Charlotte, \Vashingt on, 
O.C., Atlanta, Los Angelos, 
Connetkut, Miami, Phlladelpbja, 
Chicago, and llawaii. Please serious 
applicants only call# 1-888415-4119 
& visit us on the web 
@ www.s lamyourst ress.com. 
Eam Fast Extra Income at Home 
Only $36 10 stan, Get paid weekly 
call (240) 632-1780 
202-316·6445 to register. 
Mentors Needed! The " I Have A 
HaPpY blrThOa Y HUG! 
I hope "perfection" eonles your way 
and I hope it starts today! 
YMThaW2M still •.. 
Peace and tu, and that 
100-proofstuffls on me-naa mean! 
- from o.c .. , 11D ) 11uni iu 
T he Omec• Train i, coming ..• 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY J A \JAL!!!! 
FROM•BIC SHANN!! 
ps. whoever makes a million nn t 
buys the other a BENZ-cool? 
4.s.2001 
Applications for 2001-2002 HUSA Dream" ® Foundation is looking for 
Staff are now available: young men and women that are 
The Ladies of Alpha Chapter. 
Delta Sigma Thcta Sorority. Inc. 
pT<!5COt Blackbum, Room 102 interested in mentoring our Dreamers 
.,_ ___________ _. between the ages of eleven and twelve 6od} Basic, 
MISSION IMPOSSIBLE? 
HIV/AIDS IN AFRICA: 
CURING A CONTINENT 
SATURDAY. MARCH 31, 2001. 
BLACKBURN CENTER 
(READING ROOM) 
• A student-interactive conference 
• Includes two speakers and a 
student-controlled panel 
• lnfomlation about upcoming 
HIV/AIDS banquet and AFRICA 
AIDS TOUR (Funding is available 
for eligible studenls) available. 
• Free HIV testing available. 
• Lunch buJTec 
• Admission is free~ Rcgjstration ls 
from 9:30 a,m•l0:30 a.m. 
Howard University, 
George Washington Universicy, 
George Mason University. 
Georgetown Univcrsily 
Ambassadors for Christ 
presents 
Commissioned to Conquer 
Conference 
April 19•2I. 2001. 
Register Now!!! 
S75 Registration Fee 
Call ( 202) 777•2643 x 8294 
A A Fralt roity, Inc., 
Beta Chapter 
Spring 2001 
T he Keepers of Yaaru 
1.B.01 Kevin 0 . Belgrave 
Prime Minister VJ I 
2.B--0 I Jaha Howard 
Onvx-SueanL 
3.B.01 Cornell Raheem Williamson 
Tanutamon 
4.B.01 Rus,cll Robinson 
aid.Jl 
5.B.0 1 Ricco Davis, Jr. 
Hardiedcf 
6.B.01 Kareen\ Nulan 
Allim 
7:.B.01 William Bridges, Jr. 
Ptah-Hern 
8.B.01 Mark Harris, Jr. 
Camtg Ao~amo" m 
9.B.01 Patrick Giddings 
Khnllm 
10.B.01 Chinelo Y. Cambron 
Menkaure IY 
11 .B.01 Brandon H.J. McCalla 
lilwi 
12.B.01 Yves M. Louis-Jacques 
Lavalns 
13.B.01 Richard Spencer 
Mereon1ah II 
African American Male 
Empowerment Summit 
in Blackbum Center 
Friday, April 6, 200 I 
From 8 a.m.-9 p.m. 
HELP WANTED 
Tlllillr Co11mdor< are aecdcd for 1 
six..-cckSla:IDCI· u -ei-L Cialprotpm. 
Jt:llitq, Satiars. or c-acti-- tdmls 
will, p ofitiwcy in ODC Ol' 1111ft of 
die folloaiogarcassbould ....,iy: 
u..,. n•• s, Scic:nce, J'_..gjntawg. 
years old. We are having a mentoring 
orientation on Saturday, April 7th. 
Please contact Ray Llanos at 
202·316•6445 to register. 
\\ith 
EbonrSmith 
l·rtnt Ho.1t· 
Saturday. March 31, 200 I 
9:}0A\f 
Fraternities•Sororities Blackbum C:encer, West.flallroom 
Clubs• Student Croups free Admission. Ores Comfortably 
Earn Sl,000•$2,000 this semester with ..--------------! 
the easy Campusfundraiser.com three 
hour fundraising event. No sales 
4.9.2001 
4-10-2001 
required. Fundraising daces are filling ..--------------! 
quickly, so call today! Contact 
Campusfundraiser.com ac 
(888) 923-3238, or visic 
www,camnusfundraiseccom, 
SERVICES 
CAP CITY 
Negro League Collection 
World's Freshest 
Ball Caps 
(202) 722•0701 
1·800-223·TAJO 
STUDENTS FACULTY STAFF 
Top Prices Paid 
For Used and Unwanced Textbooks 
With Resale Value. 
Taj Book Service 
Save On Textbooks. 
202.722.0101 
1 ·800·223•8250. 
II \IR BR ~IDl~G PAI \ 0 
Distinctive Images/ 
Incredible Personal Touch 
Student Special Discount 
Super Big Deal 
SIO offOo Top Of The 25' , Off On 
Our A I ready Reasonable Price, 
H31.r Supplies Free 
Unique & Lovely Ponfolio Of All Scyles: 
Braids Such As: 
Princess Braids 
Bob Braids 
Goddess Braids 
Cassanas Braids 
Invisible Braids 
Micro Braids 
Pixie Braids 
Individual Braids 
Twists Such As: 
Senegales 1\vists 
African 1\vists 
Gel Twists 
Dreads Such As: 
Also: 
Natural Dreads 
Silky Dreads 
Cornrows 
Corkscrews 
Interlocking 
Infusion 
French Lacing 
\Veaves 
And So Much More! !! 
All That Done Right & Oo Time In a 
Nice, Warm, & Friendly Atmosphere. 
Convenient to Silver Spring Metro 
Scation. Free parking space, 
Do not delay. 
Call now to schedule an 
appointment. 
(101 J 565·~306 
An Extra $5 Off For 1st 30 Calls. 
Satisfaction Guaranteed! 
The Absolute Best Ever! 
S,turda,. M•y 12. 2'101 
4th Annu1l G duatt0 
Celebm, Ccl ~rat, n 
l'ara,r 
WO ~b l) lanU \\en11 ~\\ 
4.10.2001 
4.11 . 2001 
4.12.2001 
To 3 P,R Fall 99 
Congratulations ,.. all knew you 
could do It •••• 
.. Scooney" 
4.1 ,;.2001 
The Ladies of Alphi Chaptc:: 
Delta Sigma Theta 6oronl}. Inc . 
would like to congratulatl· 
\1 bs. ,\sha French 
~urner of the 
Annual Sadie \'anq Scholar,hlp 
Eba) Contt, t. 
Thank you to all of thts year·s 
participant~! 
J.(4.2001 
Christina, )'0u' re almost tbere ... Keep 
your head up ..•. 
Jay, keep your head on, )'Our almost 
there .. .Jn 11ve more semesters! I...OL 
- You Know Who 
Happy Birthda) Jamal! 
-The Hilltop 
Good luck staff in Ocean 
City! Bring Home the Gold! 
- Zora 
Welcome to my fair City 
DJ, De Warren, Alvin! 
Hope you guys are having 
fun! 
London . .. .. .... $!35 
Br1 1s1 h . .... . $37 % 
A 1111 . . .......... . $3118 
Prag11• ....... .. . $41 8 
J r■■ ll tart ..... . 51 58 
ltia •• J.-11miro.. .. $651 
Sa11 Jose, C.tr . ... $58-9 
liQTRAVELI 
Alpha Phi !l11ba r ratemiLJ, Inc. ,. tt, cb'11 21 , •• ,,,,, Beta Chapter 
prc,;c n l . .. 
"Tie lpe~ come out at ig 
Friday 03.30.01 
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T HE 1-111,.LTOP 
Open Bar- Free DtinkS 
PLUSH SHUTTlE VALET SERVICE 
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